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< we find it out — the

T“...?.. 9”
since the Days of the REFORMAT .. . . _.

Can we believe JIJST ANvYTHIN(-3 WE LIKE—??_? Can we hav a
'FAITH!' that is _ _ 1 COR. 15:14,‘I7.

if ,3}.-2-’“ -
once in GRACE, always in GRACE‘ (MS 57, 1900.) BC
6:1114. We must believe the IBVIGI-IT thin at the RIGHT time.
WE-D0-NOT-‘BELIEVE!’ in the I.‘ - when the

er:IOTS!' went perhaps MILLIONS OF MILES to
;'_‘.f‘_', :1‘; (Perhaps to ANOTHER PLANET!) EW 55. 1846 BROAD-—

SIDEV LEAVING SATAN to play around _o__n the VACATED
THRONE with the GULLIBLE who "...were in PERFECT
DARKNESS!‘ (BROADSIDE) ‘SA TAN would then BREA 71-IE

EW 56. "Like the .EWS...they offer up their
PRAY:-Rs to the APARTMENT which ./Esus HAS

EW 261. S6 1:171—2. T3:213. ‘SATAN CONTROLS THEM, but
they KNOW-IT-NOT-1!!’ EW 268.

CANWEDOWITI|0IIT'TIESMITOFPRIP|'ECY-???'

CANWEDOW|TII0lII'TIIEII(l.YSPIIIIT-???'

RELIGION is being TAKEN OVER by JEWS TODAY - the SOONER
BEN-GUREON: ‘WE WILL WIN —

_ So with that — they
.5 MEANS NO "CHR|ST!'

because we BHJEVE in
SMASH the 'GODHEAD!'
and NO ‘HOLY SPIRIT!‘

VANCEFBIREU.-WII577TOWM579

BILL STRINGFELLOW - FRED AUEBACH — WILLIAM GROTHEER -

‘NO HOLY SPIRIT-!!!' THE ARE COMING OUT OF THE
WOODWORK-!!! (Or they have JEWISH WIVES or BRlBED—BY-
JEWS!") "I SAW the necessity of the 'MESSENGETIS!" es-
pecially, WATCHING and CHECKING all FANA 17CISM wherever
_?the,¥%migl]"t see it RISE!’ EW 63. "...MANY MORE TRACTS T0

"" er 77-IE INCREASING ERRORS OF THIS TTMEI I SAW
that the "MST DAY SIGNS!‘ should be brought 0 act

for the MANIFESTA TIONS of SA TAN are on the '

(READ ON!) EW 96. See EW 279 to 285.
{Continued on Page 70}



THE WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE — indicates that there is a mountain
of DIFFERENCE between what the Church of Christ may "_A&
PEAR!“ in the eyes of Devils and men - and what she may
actually 'BE." Court cases by the THOUSAND are held be-
cause some one may "APPEAR!" to be GUILTY — but to actually
‘BE!’ flilty may be an entirely different matter. The ones who
‘APPEAR’ so very INNOCENT — evidence may PROVE them to
be as SUCK and AS SLY as Old Beguile Froom — in CHANGING
the Word of God as the Catholics did in their Dark Ages.

"They are following in the track of ROMANISMP TM 362.

MONK FROOM — "Ancient writings were if b Monks.
Decrees of Councils before unheard of, were "discovered, ”

establishing the universal supremacy of the Pope from the
earliest times. AND-A—CHURCH that had rejected the truth,
GREHJILY ACCEPTED these deceptions." GC 56.

By subtle omission, a type of blackmail - FROOM and his
legion of fellow conspirators and cohorts — elevated them-
selves in the eyes of a membership that grovelled before them,
"NOMINAL" ADVENTISTS and “CONSERVATIVE CLASS." T5:463.

Valid criticisms were treated as insurrection - but the ability to
command and deceive men — ENDED in MISSION KEY '73. The
Heavens were brass. The only sign of any “LATTER RAIN‘ that
FROOM promised with the sophistry of WAGGONER — was a

lightning bolt that hit the GC President. R&H Aug. 9, 1973.
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They could command men like easily manipulated marshmal-
lows but simehow failed to impress God. At the very time
when He was to run, jump, fetch, roll over and play dead — he
refused to cooperate, and in the dramatic '73 period — they

members! Fi&H July 14, 1975. (1970—1975.)

This should tell some one something — but expect the blind
majority to bok the other way - and DREAM ON! Not wanting
to know tin coming ‘EVENTS?’ in their ‘ORDER!’

TO BUILD ll WAGGONER - they shuffled things OUT of TM —

and ADIED what they wanted. (See SERIES A: 64-5,68,94,98,
104,113,122-6,143,151,174,181-5,229,247,300,312,315,337.)

STRANGE — that he admits this: 'WAGGONER .4‘_.4lQbNES, in
wt‘ ‘e, came to lay stress almost entirely upon 33; .

‘ FACIDB in actual Salvation. " FROOM p.519.

1903 — .DiE5 and WAGGONER signed over to “UVING TEMPLE"
(524) by doing this they only 'FALTERED!" and were
"lNVOLVElI'

A LIE AIDA HALF! Waggoner remained true to the basics of
the "...fundamental Seventh-Day Adventist teachings to the
day of his death!” (FROOM p. 526) — (From such men one
wouldn't big a used car!)

A DILLY! - ‘DI: Oct. 2, 1903 — Mrs. White WARNED WAGGONER
...in the ‘mas of SPIRl1UAUSM." Letter 231, 1903...But he
did not h;ea_i_'.__.She appealed to both WAGGONER and JONES...

4 respond...‘ (FHOOM p.530.)

AND THBI BIS: "WAGGONE§‘...His last public presentation,
just before his SUDDEV death, was an righteousness by Faith.
From this I: had never veered..." (FROOM same.) A DIU. Y!

A LIE All) A HALF! ''In the period prior to his death WAGGON-
EH reiteralul his allegiance to the teachings of the Church —

according h...and according to... " (FROOM p.531.)

PAGES and PAGES of look out for HECKLEFiS--HAMPEBERES-
_ 3 _



EXTREMISTS — STRAY OFFSHOOTS — TANGENT GROUPS —

DISGRUNTLED - DISAFFECTED — because FROOM and his
"MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" will "TRIUMPH!" (All the above on
9.569. )

(And if he knew of any other suitable names - he would use
them — all “WITHOUT BIAS!” or "CONDEMNATION!" (31) Natch!

And then the biggest promise of his life — God is WAITING for
the FROOMS to “SWING INTO LINE‘ - and the LOUD CRY and
the LAT!’ RAIN would be on its way... ”That is the supreme

' of TRIUMPH. Everything hinges upon and is
in this." (FFIOOM p.571.)

NOW FOR PAGES — the "AWAKENING" is definitely on its way!"
(FROOM p.605) - 0! Yes! A landslide VICTORY for all who re-
mained in this Church! Soon - soon — very soon! Now he
hauls out the BIG NAMES of those who are BEHIND HIM! (609)
— and at Last! at Last! at Last! who does he hitch to his star?
The infallible hero of Adventism! HMSR... hurray!

ALL SET FOR THE "COMING ADVANCE" — ROMANS—GALATlANS—
WAGGONER! H.M.S.Richard's letter - May 22, 1967. Daniells
studies and COR book — What a feast! Then with "GREAT
JOY!‘ he secured a copy of E.J.Waggoner's “CHRIST AND HIS
RIGHTEOUSNESS“ — this is FRO0M'S "ACE IN THE HOLE!“ -

HMSR the IDOL of Adventism! who has challenged him yet?
And now he joins the confederacy with "FAITH onl , /us NO-
THING and minus NOTHING”... "The DIFFERENCE of course,
between justification by FAITH and justification by WORKS is
so great that the establishment of the one means the OVEI-7-
THROW of the OTHER. We cannot have HMSR.
(FHOOM BOOK p. 619.)

WE CANNOT HAVE BOTH — anyone who knows anything about
Seventh-day Adventists — knows that though the World comes
to an end — he can admit that he is

TAKE MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE (MSG) — a sort of a federal
' alleged to be one of the worst chemicals known to

DAMAGE. "THE CHEMICAL FEAST" - by RALPH
OUP. Grossman Publishers, NY. 1970. (950) A441-

10335-095. ’ — 4 —



Much more in PREVENTION since then, but even this should be
enough to move a conscience as case—hardened as GRANITE!
But will it - did it : the SDA HELL;th Food Manufacturers?
No more than this WAGGONER EXPOSE will move those ‘people
whose minds are f::_‘j They are "SAVED!" because they are
"RICH!" and increased with "GOODS!" and in need — (?) — of
absolutely "NOTHING!"

THE ADVENTIST CHURCH — too COWARDLY to take on the great
Goiiaths of industry. As she predicted — it would be "OTH-
ERS!" "It would be more pleasing to the Lord if LUKEWAHM

sors of religion had never named His name...Such are a
to the cause at home or abroad...I saw that the Lord

will PASS 77-[H4 BY, and raise up SG 2:226—246.

"There are fearful WOES for those who preach the truth, but
are not sanctified by it, and also for those who consent to
RECEIVE and MAINTAIN the unsanctified to minister to them in
word and doctrine." T1:261—2. ’

"The Lord is TOO MEBCIFU. to visit His people in JUDGMENT.
Thus ”Peace and Safety‘ is the cry from...These DUMB DOGS
that would not bark...aIl PETISH tggether!" T5:211—2.

MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE — to make cheap soya-bean
WASTES and rolled oats -— look—taste~and-smell like the south
end of a pig going north — if Dr. Frederick J. Stare of
(CATHOUC?) HARVARD says so — they will use the worst
CANCER-CAUSING 'RED' and "ORANGE" DYES — or MSG —

until the LAW itself steps in and FORCES them to STOP!

AND SO WITH THE BALI.ENGER-CANRIGHT-FRO0M—RlCHARDS—
WAGGONER—JONES-BILLY GRAHAM "I AM SAVED!" REIJGION —

So there you have it. A complete washout denial of every-
thing the Testimonies ever taught. Anyone with a child's
smattering of knowledge of the INDEX and the TESTIMONIES -

knows that from beginning to end they teach:

(A) Character building the only treasure we take with us.
(B) By EFFORT and STRIVING and TRYING and WILL and LOVE.
(C) By the WORK of a LlFEI'lME.

.. 5 _
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They can slap together - all the ROMANS and GALATIANS re-

ferences, and leave out — the SAME as BABYLON does
- but will fail to help them in the Time‘ of Trouble - NOTHING
will ever change the FACT — that when Christ comes He brings
His sacred. reward with Him - ”...to give every man according

"-’ shall be." FlEV. 22.-12.

”And / saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and
the books were opened a_ndW_the dead were JUDGED...every
man according to their ._ REV. 20:12, 13.

(That sort of puts an END to WAGGONER and his bleeding-
heart “LAST CONFESSlONAL!' - the endless denial of any
"RECORDS!" or "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" the SNEERING at
the "Searching" of "Records") -

”...and the BOOKS were opened: and another BOOK was
opened, which is the Book of Life; and the DEAD (NOW THAT
IS WAGGONER'S STRONG POINT — that "I AM SAVED!" right
NOW! Hence no need of '72 years“ of going through any
RECORDS! But the Word of God declares:) - ...and the DEAD
were JUDGED out of those things WRlTlEN—IN—THE—(HECORD)—
00 (AND NOT ONLY THAT BUT:) ...according to their

REV. 20:12.

Or have the WAGGONERITES quit believing the Bible?

THIS IS THE MESSAGE OF THE 4th ANGEL! Rev. 18 — ”And
after these things I sa " QANGE. (1884 G0 421) — (EW
277) — come down from Heaven, having great POWER; and the
Earth was LIGH7'ENED with his g/ory...BABYLON THE GREAT is

' fallen, is fallen...HEWAH’D HEH...DOUBLE according to her
WOHKS—WOHKS-WORKS-...' REV. 18:1,2,6.

WHAT DID RICHARDS-WAGGONER-FROOM SAY? The religion
of BABYLON! The religion CONDBJNED in GC 471 —-2 along with
"I AM SINLESS-HOLY-SAVED!" (GC 473.) - as the GREAT
'COUNTERFElT' - "ONLY BHJEVE, " say they...N0-FUR7HEH-
EFFORT-...FAITH, d FAITH ONLY...thiS ENSNAHING DOCTRINE
of FAITH without It is not FA TIH...it is
1884 GC 471-2. 7884 GC 300-3,297-9.

-5-



' TOGl:THEFl, BEJEVWG and DOING are

Yet they dared to hurl themselves into Eternity against the
Holy Prophets, simg with the popular majority as the zenith of
hope — as FROGA throughout the book shows. Constantly

at the 'MlNORlTY VIEWS!" — Heaven forbid! Who
would want THAT? Only the Saints of God — that is who... THE
DEVIL'S TRAIN - it seemed the whole World was on board —

there could not he one left - EW 88.

But look again - and look a little hi — and there high
above the Earth — on a little narrow - was a "LITTLE
COMPANY!" Nov: who — among the "MULTITUDE" people —

would want a ".Ul'l'l.E" Company? If you can have a MULTI-
TUDE that no FROOM can number!

The tongue of an Angel - the soul of a Serpent — as -he worked
for 40 years to weld the Confederacy together with Billy
Graham and the Catholics in their '73 Watergate.

WHAT no man BASE lllS_ElEllllAl HOPE AND DESTINY on —

HM_sn; - 'ur—awr-/u T mmnas pm. 1967.

AND Ellfll G. WHITE - ???

”...there is DAN%?...in saying, ‘I AM $AVED!"...Many at the
present day say, ‘Believe, only believe ".._

1892. (Just in time to meet the E.J.WAGGONER BOOK -

‘CHRIST OUR Bl(iI'lEOUSNESS" - 1892.)

This is our last dance - before the Hammer of God falls - to
take the RIGHT SEE FROCM climaxes his book by calling our
attention to all the GREAT men, the MIGHTY men - of the Ad-
ventist Church. Follow them.

If we are looking for — the CATHOLICS have MORE

Pointing to Nl.ll$%S-WEALTH-POWER — is no argument at all!
Rather he should be AFRAID — if the MAJORITY is on his side —

"T0 STAND in defense of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS when
the MAJORITY fas&e us, to FIGHT the BA 777.ES of the Lord
when CHAMPIaV$are FEW - this will be ou T5:136.

_ 7 ..



THE HAMMER!

LAODICEA IS BLIND! "He wept for the DOOMED THOUSANDS of
JERUSALEM (The Church!) - because, of the and
impenitence of those whom He came to bless and save.” 1884
GC 18. (GC 18.)

"The obstinacy of the JEWISH LEADERS." 34. (33. )

'JUDAS...became ANGRY when his faults were REPROVED...ln
like manner do all who cherish EVIL under a (CLOAK) PRO-
FESSION of godliness HATE those who disturb their peace by
CONDEWNING their course of sin. When a favorable oppor-
tunity is presented, they will, LIKE JUDAS, betray those who
for theirgood have Slflht to REPROVE them.‘ 1884 GC 44.
(44.)

’'It required a desperate struggle for those who would be
faithful to stand firm against the deceptions and ABOMINA—
TTONS which were disguised in sacerdotal garments and
introduced into the Church." 1884 GC 46. (45. )

”After a Ion
dissolve all
(45.)

decided to
1884 GC 46.

H sever conflict, the faithful
with the apostate Church."

”lf UNITY could be secured ONLY by the compromise of Truth
'ghteousness, then let there by DIFFERENCE, and-even-

1884 GC 46. (45. ) SR 324. DA 279. T1:274.

"The early Christians...FEW in NUMBERS, without wealth,
position, or honorary titles, they were a TERROR to evil doers
..."I came not to send peace, but a sword." 47." (47.)

”God permits the wicked to PROSPER, and to
reveal their ENMITY against Him, that when they shall have
FILLED—UP—TT-‘IE-MEASURE of their iniquity, all may see His
JUSTICE and MERCY in their utter DESTRUCTION.’ 49. (48. )

"God has never given a hint in His Word that He has appointed
ANY MAN to be the HEAD of the Church...except by USURPA-
TION. Romanists have persisted in bringing against Protestants
the charge of HERESY, and willful SEPARATION from the TRUE
CHURCH. But these ACCUSA TIONS apply rather to themselves.

_ 3 ..



are the ones who laid down the banner of Christ, and
:1§7}’?\nrEo-FnoM-THE—FA1rH.' 1334 GC 53. (51. )

‘A company was presented before me under the name of
Seventh—day Adventisls...who were advising that the BANNER,
or SIGN, which makes us a distinct people would not be held
out so strikingly. "

FIBLJC RELATIONS DEPT. - Howard B. Weeks, (LLU) —

"II in expectation of a larger prophetic role amid these trends
Aventisits should gird tp their
rid themselves IN STE’ with EVANGEJCALS who share
their concern...BlLLY GRAHAM, the nation '3 best known EVAN-
£ICAL...in West Berlin...0ct.—Nov. 1966...BILLY GRAHAM as
Honorary Chairman...The Adventist Church to ' better pre-
pared to make COMMON CAUSE with these
K.'Al.S...and to benefit...from any FALLOUT o
savatives from other denominations...

AIISRDING TO L.E.FRO(I1 — ’’Today the old largely NEGATIVE
APPROACH — emphasizing chiefly the things wherein we DIFFER
from all other religious groups - is PAST, DEFINITELY PAST.‘
FHOOM - March 1966. p.10 — "And-that—is-as-it-should—be!"

"..-The hour has come to accentuate the POSlT7VE...Let us be
done with a lopsided, inadequate emphasis...We are to move
into our rightful place as today's FOREMOST HERALDS of
Grist... ” WlTH—THIS——(FRO0M)—APPROACH to evangelism
Set/enth—day Adventists will in LARGE MEASURE be partici-
pants in a CBUSADE with §

EVANGHJCAL groups in opposing "apostasy within the LARGE
LHIOMINA Tl0NS...Tl-IE I-HWY, SOMETIMES BE.LICOSE, EM-A
PIMSIS ON THE LAW and the Sabbath in times past undoubted-
ly struck more raw nervx among conservative SUNDA Y—KEEP—

IIG peop/e...with a clear assertion of the denomination ‘s E-
VANGHICAL HERITAGE..large—scale public EVANGE1.ISM...a new
era of evangelistic emphasis and membership growth.” Howard
.8. Weeks, PR-LLU SDA MINISTRY. June 7966. p.20-1.

($Wg — "...under the of SEVENTH—DAY ADVENTISTS,
(Ab prophetic interpretations - FROOM? No, not in a SINGLE
CASE?) — '

-9-



— ‘A company was presented before me under the
t, of Seventh-Day Adventists, who were advising that the

B ner, or Sign, which makes us a DISTTNCT people should not
be held 9 s strikingly; for they. claimed that this was not
the best ' ‘ ‘n order to secure $UCCESS...But this is not a
time to HAM. DOWN our colors, to be ASHAMEJ of our Faith.
This distinctive BAl§INE?.—.'Here is the patience of the Saints:
here are the that ff}: -the Commandments of God, and the
Faith of Jesus, " is to be borne through the World to the Close
of PROBA77ON...there must be no CLOAKING of our FAITH...
from COWARDICE or WORLDLY POLICY.‘ T6:144—5. 1900.
T6:1861, 146. T8:05, 12. TM 209.

(EGWQ - (KBLOGGQ - "You were letting go the BANNB‘? of
$eventh—day Adventists...you will be SHlPWRECKfl)...' T8:154.

(EGWQ — "The Commandments of God, and the FAITH of
Jesus;" but as you met in your way with people whom you
thought were POPULAR, DOWN came the BANNE1 and you put
it behind your b._a__cks...l saw the BANNH? of TRUTH trailing
behind you. 5 - the question arose: ‘Why cagz it at all...
They HID their banners and marched on...” T5:501. (Now see
the page before - to see WHY they dropped the LAW with
other 7RU'l7-IS.)

IN THE DARK AGES - following in the tracks of ROMANISM (TM
362) "Another STEP was taken; the false Sabbath must be
exalted to an equality with the True." 1884 GC 55. (52-3—?).

‘'30 APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH — will prepare the way for the
IMAGE..." G0 444. 1884 G0 278.

HOW—??? WATCH THEM NEXT "That the attention of
eo e might be called to the It was made a

I IN-HONOR-0F—‘lHE-RESUIRECTION... Religious
services were held upon it...(how Home fell) - the Sabbath-
being-still-sacredly-observed’" 1884 GC 55. (52.)

NOW READ GC ALL OVER AGAIN! And this time UNDERSTAND
that this book started out with the JEWS-SABBATH—KEEPER -

CHURCH OF GOD - and how they fell. Then how‘ ROMANISM
fell — and the book goes on to show how ADVENTISTS are
following in the SAME TRACK and now believe this:

.. ..



(EGWQ - "Says Howard Crosby: "The Church of God is today
courting the World. Its members are trying to bring it DOWN to
the level of the ungodly. The ball, the theater, nude and lewd
art, social luxuries with all their loose moralities, are making
inroads into the sacred enclosure of the Church; and as a
satisfaction for all this Wworldliness, Christians are making a

1 3 ' and church ornamentation. It
is the old tric The Jewish church struck on that
rock; the Hamish church was wrecked_on_.the same; and the
Protestant is fast reaching the same ” 1888 GC 387.
(Now see your book to see what says!)

FATHER SABBASTIAN FROOM — made SURE that was taken
" ' of your GC - to make room for EVANGEUCAL 1’ "

H”iE"""}nind MUSCLE—BOUND with one thought — wm THE w!
'.x.-,. no.»

wnv WAS GC WRITTEN: To teach one truth - as the Jews
FAILED - as the Catholics ”_F_AlLED - as the Protestants FAILED
— so the Adventists will _}_,3:

God's people will be OUTSIDE the stream of popularity.

‘JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE Cl-IURCH will be if
it refuses to walk in the LIGHT that God has given." T8:67.

‘The DESOLA TION of JERUSALEM in the days of Jeremiah is a
solemn WARNING to modern Israel...'He that remaineth in this
city shall DIE by the SWORD, by the FAMINE, and by the PES-
TTLENW: but he that goeth forth to the Chaldeans shall UVE..."
PK 417,455.

HUMAN BEING-S — are sensitive to impressions. if they believe
there is reward in ‘DOING’ the will of God - they will STRIVE
to be among those who 3 the Commandments of God."
They have a-chance to be redeemed.

BUT WHAT IF — they are led to feel, due to their respect for
the Minister — their admiration for his qualities — and he
assures them on the Word of God - that He does not expect

- ‘CHRIST DID IT ALL" — nothing for them
- how they HATE - 'D0—DO-DO—!!!'

-11-



He will just up and give them a new

Do you see? What CHANCE do they have — if the do not
eie11___T1Y_-_'.-’__'g_'g Slump over and give up. The most ; f

religion on Earth! Under they would have
chance. Under no religion at all.

SO LEI‘ US EXAMINE - what the Adventist Church has fallen for
- ‘CHRIST OUR RIG-HTEOUSNESS" by E.J.Waggoner. 1892.
Printed in London, New York and San Francisco in 1892.

Fascimile Reprint — ‘INTERNATIONAL HEALTH INSTITUTE‘ 1666
South University Blvd., Denver, Colorado. 1969 — by the SDA
Church and others — this is the BIG THING! (The Awakening!)

p.2 — Preface. ostensibly an 'OFFSHO0T" VER
why does "ELDER L.E.FRO0M' appear to "I

book? p.60 — "The PHARISES are not extinct; there are many
in these days who expect to gain RIGHTEOUSNESS by their
own good deeds.” (What RiGi-ITEOUSNESS did the PHARISEES
D0? They were KIUJNG MAD! when Christ told them the
SAMARITAN was the one that LiVED his religion — NOT—THE-
PHARISEE!) But there is the FIRST SLAM — at TRYING to do
the will of God.

p.63 — ‘Since the BEST ;; of a sinful man have NOT~
THE-LEAST-EFFECT - toward producing RIGHTEOUSNESS, ' ‘s

evident that the ONLY WAY it can come to him is as a
(So there the religion of the 'DO—-NOTHlNGS!' and the ‘KNOW-
NOTH|NGS!' - took Off!)

(EGWQ — "The D0-NOTHINGS will be SPEECHLESS in that day.”
RH 1:192. March 14, 1878. "This class of DO-N071-IINGS and
KNOW-NO1HINGS...wilI NEVH? hear the ‘WELL DONE‘ from the
lips of the Majesty in Heaven.” (Same p.202. Dec. 12, 1878.)

"I will not be counted as D0-NOTHING.’ SM 2:181. 1897.

“The DO—NO1'I-IINGS are the GREATEST HINDRANCE...are the
FIRST to be taken in Satan's the FIRST to lend their
influence to a WRONG COURSE.‘ RH 1:353. May, 1883.

-12-



The ‘ to make a Religion out of a VACUUM. And then
haveéeven Devils enter - we have seen it with the WAGGON—
ERIAN (That was WAGGONER in 1892 — this D0-NOTHING Reli-
gion did not keep him from his "SPIRITUAL WIVES!’ in 1901.)
Pages 63-70 we ha he basics f the __FTW-RDB AWAKENING
sopmsrnv. The " i .1; It is all here.

(EGWI — ‘Their mouths will be closed while the PLAGUES are
falling, and the great LAWGIVER is requiring JUSTICE of those
who have had His holy LAW in derision and have called it "a

; to man,” ‘miserable, " and "rickety." When such feel
‘the iron grasp of this LAW taking hold of them, these expres-
sions will appear before them in living characters, and they
will then realize the SIN of having that LAW in derision which
the Word of God calls ‘HOLY, JUST, and GOOD.’ EW 66.

WAGGONBI 9.71: "This shows that there is no ground for the
idea that a person must go through a sort of PROBATION, and
ATTAIN to a certain degree of HOLlNEéiS...'

PIERSON — R&H. Sept. 9, 1976. p.2: "We may _know of a CEFI-—

TAlNTY...He does not hold us at arm's length - ON PROBATION
as it were..." "PRECIOUS ASSURANCE‘ — Heart to Heart.

WITH THAT KIND OF TEACHING - This same Robert H. Pierson -

has to report ALARMING INCREASE of Adventist Ministers Wives
...coming to him and the head of the Ministry Magazine
...weeping and waiting - what to do about ELDER FALLEN?
‘SIN IN TIE CAMP!‘ “PLAYING WITH FIRE!‘ Must beiieve their
own teaching - CANNOT KEEP THE ANYWAY. ‘AS YE
SOW —- SO SHALL YE REAP!‘ (As WAGGONEH found on Earth.)

(As Satan found in Heaven.) The of KARMA.

R&H., Sept. 19, 1974. ‘D0-YOU—KNOW...the NEW BIRTH doesn't
necessarily demand a personality 0VEWAu.?"

R&H. 178. SDA HOMOS. “I have been told that the
HlGl£5T: ‘*3 RATE is among HOMO$B(UALS.' p.8.

R&H. AEII13, ‘I978. Shall we "CLEANSE-THE-CAMP!’ or give
them ‘LOVE’ and "UNDERSTANDING!" - ??? p.2,13.

.. 13 _



{They will us out - and keep the HOMOS inlf
SDA MINISTRY. July 1978. ‘Hear the Word of the Lord, ye
Ruler: of 800054!’ p. 16-8.

on no THEY PHEFER WAGGONER~PlERSON — and no P_no§_A:
now? Just be ‘SAVED!’ — right NOW! (L-‘cw; — ‘

through faith in Christ, man does according to the
of his ability, and SECS to keep the way of the Lord by OBE-
Dlflltf the Ten Commandments, the PE-?FECT1ON of Christ
is to cover the transgression of the RBJEVTANT and
OBEDlEN_T~*souI." FCE 135. H&H. Aug. 21, 1888.

"Every be§fe_"tting sin must be put away. WARFARE must be
mean against it until it is overcome‘ FCE 134. (Same.)

"...thisl_dispensation of EST and 7RlAL' BC 7:972.

‘THE TESTING Pu?IFlcATlON...to SE’ARA7T:' the
W081?-ILESS from the...PLflE METAL..He passes us from one
FIRE to:an_other...WHlTE RAAm9VT...bought only...for a LIFE of
WKLING 0>BEDIBVC£-'.' T4:85. 88.

WAGGONER—PlEF|SON want no TESTING? No TRIAL? No PRO-
BATION‘?

Do these people NEVER look in the INDEX? Or do they LIKE
what they hear so much - they are AFRAID to look in the
CONCORDANCE and INDEX in case their DREAMING may be
SHATTERED by HUNDREDS of references calling for TESTS-
TRlALS—PROVlNG—SEPARATl0N—SHAKlNG — '11-IE SHAKING of
God blows away MLLTITMES like dry leaves. PROSPERITY
multiplies a MASS of. Adversity purges them
OUT of the Church.’ T4:89. 1876.

I WONDER WHAT THESE PEOPLE THINK - that THOBATIONARY
TIME‘ means? ‘We have but FEW, vary FEW days of PROBA-
TION in which to make ready...‘ T6:407. (And easily 200
MORE!) -

CHOOSE YE THIS DAY — if it is '1 AM SAVED!‘ blessed CARNAI.
SECURITY with WAGGONERISM - or are we on ‘PROBATION?’
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IHE IN THE COVENANT - in 1892 - WAGGONER
DNES said "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!‘ means there are ;

_SM 1:377. Same as in the WAGGONER book.

_. of fruit-bearing. The Saviour said:
‘I am the vine, ye are the BRANCHES; he that abideth In Me,
ad I in him, the same bringeth forth much FRUIT; for without
me ye can do N011-IING. If a man abide NOT in me, he is cast
ioth as a BRANCH, and is Wl7HH?H); and men gather them,
and cast them into the FIRE, and they are BURNED. If ye
wide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye
hill, and it shall be done unto you. Herein is my Father glorl—
fid, that ye bear much FRUIT; so shall ye be my Disciples

ye keep my commandments." ST 2:481, 1892.

IQGGONER 9.71: ".t.there is no ground for the idea that a
person must go through a sort of . . l , . .

ggewg - "The mempers of the Church will INDIVIDUALLY be
TESTED and Q; ;;;..I urge you to AROUSE." T5.'463-4. 1885.

yz74 — Here is where RDB got the idea that He bought forgive-
mass for the WHOLE WORLD! — UNIVERSALISM!

p78 — PAGES of ASSURANCE! Promising the wicked — LIFE.
IF course they will like THAT! How to build the BIG CHURCH.

p.81 - Then he hands us a DILLY! "He that TRUSTS his own
hart is a FOOL, the Scripture says. ”

1:88 — Where RDB—FTW received the idea that ' CTORY IS
IIIRS!“ l thought the CHEERING is to take place _: the
IACE is over and WON. Because the FOOUSH VIRGINS re-
aive "UNEXPEC7ED DEVIAL" They THOUGHT they were
‘SAVED!’ MANY in that day will say ‘DID WE NOT...???' COL
C6—412.

:89 - Then another DILLY! "Peter...speaking of CORRUPT,
ELSE TEACI-IE-‘IS, he says, "While they PROMISE them‘ LIBER-
IY, they themselves are the servants of j

.. 15 ..



p.90 - Here is where the AWAKENING obtained the idea that to
sin and confess, and sin and confess - is all WRONG. From
studying them fo TWO DECADES - I would say they want to
leave out the ' ” ' '7‘; part.

AS LUCIFER IN HEAVEN — impeaching the character and crea-
tive handiwork of God —- the implication that GOD—lS—TO—

BLAME! For making us as we are — He should have done better
— He could have done better - proven by their ‘FACTS!‘ that
He will, on demand —- make a BETTER JOB NEXT TIME ROUND.
Whether that next time is at the ‘NEW BIRTH“ or when Christ
comes — that your CI-IARACTER—NATURE will be ‘CHANGED!’ is
immaterial. The UB8. is there. The SMEAR, the INSINUATION
that He COI.I.D if He WOI.I.D - give you a better "NATURE" to
work with. It seems it makes no DIFFERENCE how many TIMES
the Testimonies say - CI-IARACTER—WILL—NOT—BE—CHANGED
when Christ comes - NATURE must be CHANGED —. NOW—!!!

IF YOU LOOK IN THE INDEX — it will throw you for a loop.
Under "NATURE!‘ you find largely the NATURAL WORLD. But if
somehow or other you find that you should look up “MAN!” —

the 'NATURE‘ of ‘MAN!’ — then you find EVERYTHING that you
find under ‘CHARACTER!’ (In the NEW INDEX.)

After THOUSANDS of HOURS of RESEARCH — I could make that
INDEX look SICK - in comparison with what I have DOCUMEN-
TED. But there you have MORE than ENOUGH, as Elder
Howard M. Lee, wrote - THE AWAKENING JESTERS ‘Do not
have a leg to stand on.‘

Christ died that your NATURE might be RESTORED -

E REBEAUTIFIED - RECONSTRUCTED.
’- Christ's GRACE gives POWER to RESIST — SUBDUE!

The very thing WAGGONER—BRINSMEAD~WRIGHT declare
HANDS DOWN! just cannot be done! No effort will avail!
FROOM and BRINSMEAD “ ”_-V at “' a NEW
NATURE It cannot be ~ j, — it must be GIVEN!‘ An
IMPEACI-IMENT against the very plan of salvation!
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IIATUTE must be PURiFlED—ENNOBLED—CONSE-
CRATED by OBEDIENCE!
Worth working upon...
May be CHANGED and brought into HARMONY.
'lBANSFORMED...GOD'S WORD does it. DA 391.
Cannot OVERCOME except by UNION with Christ.
Is TRANSFORMED when Christ abides in heart.
Entire TRANSFORMA110N...__
KL is governing power. "

Close sympathy between
NATIIIE
Tendencies of under dominion of‘HlGHER POWER.

. SL 25.
Capable of OONSTANT ADVANCEMENT...

_ True religion brings into HARMONY...

control your WILL.
ORAL and PHYSICAL

'2». .

LUCIFER-VlA6G(NE% the same arguments — adopted by:
BRINSMEAD — so ,5” (You will find that word — TM 466)
Speaking of this VERY SUBJECT‘. his ‘theories so CONFUSED
and CONTIMDICIGRY that he himself said 'D!TCH THEM!‘
‘Send them to the dump!" We did this before...

CBRINSMEAD - no doubt THOUSANDS of Adventists were
FO(1ED with this one — so we should look it over CAREFUU.Y!
‘Then let no man IIAGWE that Abraham received the promises
because he OBEYHJ the ‘Voice of God ‘It is obvious! not a
question of hand: .."..:.’ or human " but of divine
ME?CY.' Romans 9:16. (PHILLIPSQ. Let this text be duly
noted IN—CA$E—$G}{E-ONE may be TEMPIED to THINK human

;_ power is a ; to win JUS71FICATION...' RDB
ETERNAL PIHPOSE p. 14-5. '

FOLLOWED BY A SE1F—CONTRADICTORY DILLY - which seems
to be STADIIARD and ACCEPTED procedure by those TRAINED
in the SCKXIS - this they call -I (Send me
back to the farm to slop

he will find it a rneife
-..NOTHlNG but the ‘1' "

2:».

'- .~.~. . woo?

.of God can make a man RIGHTEOUS
- _



The idea obtains among MANY that Faith in God is one half of
the COVENANT, and our §:T;_‘,. are the other half. But all

_ stand RBUKED before the gospel of Jesus
just shall live by_ ‘ 1:17. It does

not say ‘the just shall live by Faith “ ‘ADD thou
not unto His words, lest He reprove thee, and thou be found a
j Proverbs 30:6. V THl$—FALSl.'~0ONCEPTTON...ROBS—
G-lRlST—0F—l-IIS-C#.ORY...(I wonder how?)_ - frustrates the
GRAC£ of God...makes of none effect the z of Christ...‘
...it is no more of _ .. I otherwise GRACE is no more

GRACE.‘ Romans 11:6..." l-?DB—GE’ 15. 1959.

(And then he _foIlows that by CONTRADICTING what he just
said. I am here to EXPLAIN ; .j_ I think___\it ‘ _up to him
and the : 4 that "fall for him — to B(P|AIN _"'” '

I see this all the time in the writings of Adventists trained in
the schools by the Master Psychologists like FRO0M—ANDER-
SON—NlCI-IOLS and other truth—twisters...They will make a

POINT-BLANK STATEMENT - and then try to PROVE they never
meant it. BUT—I—Al.S0—KNOW — that when the popular Preach-
ers give people and then tell them the Bible says the
WICKED will be "DES‘I'ROYED!' ~ I do not admire him for telling
the TRUTH for ONCE in his MISERABLE EXISTENCE - because I

know the ERROR will cling like a LECH - and you can throw
you like at them — the UE RBJAINS! "The

3 E, " has once taken possession can never
pand freely to TRUTH, even after investigation. The go;

THEOBIES will claim recognition. The UNDHTSTANDING of
things that are TRUE and EEVATE and SANCTTFYING will be
CONFUSED, SUPETSTITTOUS IDEAS will enter the mind, to
MINGLE with the TRUE, and these ideas are always DEASING
in their influence...Learned men have given lectures in which
have been MINGLE TRUTH with EVTOR; but they have _&
BALANE me minds of those who leaned toward H1803 in
so—called wise men have a GMRM for a certain a.A$S...Tl-E
IMMUTABILITY OF NATTBE (that even God cannot interfere
with - more POWERFU. than God! The religion of 10511066-
JONES-WAGGONER in 1903 — the religion in 1978-9 of Adven-
tists everywhere falling for ‘GOD D03 NOT DESTROY!‘ - it is
NATURE!)

"...a CHARM for a certain a.ASS...TTE IAIIUTABHJTY OF
NATIBE has... — 18 -



the FOUNDATION of His government... iheir
. :5 made it easy for them to choose

paths..P0l$ONw- I1H—ERBOH themselves, they have
watched euuy opportunity to saw the seeds of DOIBT in other
minds. ' is EXALTE ABOVE...GOD...BEFOGGED INSKEPTI rninds of those who DOUBT are left to beat

1895.on the rocks of iNFiDEJTY.' MM 89,91.

FRED WRIGI’ -— over—stepping the bounds of morality — intends
to write - Qlaining the ‘CHARACTER’ of God.

Going HIGHER and ever HIGHER -until his FALL!

'’In regard D the PESONAUTY and PHH?OGAT7VES of God,
WHERE He 3 and WHAT He is, this is a subject which we are

__ Eta: On this theme _ is eloquence...
Did they kruv MORE of Him — they would have LESS to say...A
man who is 9’lRITUAl.LY regarding "God.
The one deceived by Satan imparts to a fellow being the ‘

LIGI-l'i'...UN$.lGH'lB\lH7 HEA77-IEV are in no worse cond on
spiritualIy...fl=.- will come to them with V of all kinds...
WAKE UP, Q brethren, WAKE UP, and lift the DANCE? SIG-
NAL! MM 92-4. 1902.

"TE?RiBl.E as their power...a influence...CLEARLY
the deceptiis of these false teachers were laid open before
me... . HOLlNESS...The words of John
came forcifir to my we say we have no sin, we de-
ceive oursdnes, and the mum is not in us.“ 1 John 1:8
{wag shown fiat those who TRILMPHANHY GMIM TO BE

"without tafl of _sin...they are FAR-FRO!-GOD, they know
LITilE of tiuwselves, and LESS of Christ." L3 84.

TOP OF PAE 66 - where RDB quotes ‘PHILLIPS’ - which is
NOT a BBIE — but a COMMBITARY. The FAVORHE of R.A.-
ANDERSCN ad other BABYLONIANS - compare that with your
Bible.
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‘So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth,
but of God that sheweflz mercy.‘ Your Bible — Romans 9:16.

Just WHAT does that mean? Too bad they do not know.

That means exercise NO WILL? Make N0 EFFORT? Try to
keep NO LAW? And we have to go to these ”“ ;_§. to learn
the TRUTH? Just what has happened to all these Adventist
Ministers? Can they not answer these BABYLONIANS?

For not the l~EARE?S.”of the :::;=;

before the :j_;_“ of thefifshallbe’)
Romans 2:12-3; 3:31; 7:7—12; 13:9; 16:5, 17-9.

[Which comes FIRST - .llST|FIC.ATlON or DOING?]

[Too bad for those who want it with NO DOING!)

{muslnn - lolloving wmeonm — wants no Vlllor EH-'(liT.]

[And used that PHILLIPS COMMBITARY to fool Adventists]

(EGW2 — "Only through the surrender of our WILL to God is it
possible for Him to impart LIFE to us...If you cling to %.F,
refusing to yield your WILL to God, you are choosing
God is a consumlall-'lRE..Our WILL is to be yielding to Him,
that we may receive it again, PLBIFIED and RE-7NH)...' MB
61-2. 1900.

"l'he WAIFAIE against SH]-‘ is the greatest BATILE that was
ever fought.’ SC 43.

‘Do you think that God will work a MIRAGE to save those
weak souls who cherish EVIL, who practice QM: or that some
SLPBWATIBAL HBIEVT will be brought into their lives, _(_;1

NEW 'NATUE' - Z???) - UFTWG them our of $.17 into a
HIGIER 9731', where it will be comparatively EASY work,
without any special any special namue, without
any crucifiction of $1-': because all who dall on Satanb

: »- for this to be done will :i‘: ~"“ with the evildoers.
IHEY will be 5» “*7; W " DESTROYH) and that without
remedy.‘ TM that without a resurrection until
AF1H? 1,000 years.)

\.V\;
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"The above statements demonstrate that the BLOTTING OUT of
the record of sin is not only a work which transpires in the
books of record; it transpires also in the temple of God...(This
is where the AWAKENING RELIGION‘ took off — the BLOTTING
OUT of sin in the SANCTUARY RECORDS means the CHARAC-
TER of the PERSON is then CHANGED! Well, in that case - to
be JUST — do it for EVERYONE! If it can be done that way!
But my books read — NOTHING will be done IN the person that
was not done BEFORE I am spending a little time on this be-
cause I have had phone calls as far away as New York about
this...so arm yourself with this:)

{That is to say - if you want the We do not serve the
other kind...} {Nor do we care they believe.}

{Our concern, all our work — is ONLY for the

"Not one of us will ever receive the 1:" L; of God while our
CI-IAI?AC'7H?s have one SPOT or STAIN upon them. IT—IS—

LEFT—Wl'II-I-US to remedy the DEFECTS in our 0~IA
CLEANSE the soul TBJPLE of every defilement.
LAT7ER—RAIN will fall upon us..." T5:214. 1882.

BU BROTHER ROBERT — the same as Brother Billy and the
A" ; (and the Catholics) — want a HEART—TRANSPlANT

OPERATION.

INCREDIBLE "FAITH!" — (RDB) — "...the BLOTTING OUT of the
_ RECORD of sin...it transpires ALSO in the CHARACTERS of

God's people. The believer also is the TEMPLE (‘LIVING
TEMPLE‘! - ...But NOW, as he ENTERS (did not BVTER be-
fore?)

"...as he into the Most Holy Place...the Holy Spirit
OPERA 1ES—0PE?A7ES-OPERATES upon his soul to its fullest
convincing measure. The believer sees his UTTEH DEFICIENCY
of . .

(YOU SEE? AWAKENING APOSTATES kept people OUT of the
MHP - 'WAlTED ABOUT!" the MHP - made NO EFFORT! But
NOW in the TOO LATE HOUR — Leaders of the FOOLISH VIR-
GINS who also seek "OIL" (CHARACTER — TM 234) — seek it
all — TOO LATE!) '

"The believer sees his UTTH? DH-TCIHVCY of O-IARAC7EB!'
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(The believer will see NO—SUCH-THING! Both the WISE and
the FOOUSH — BOTH SEE — that the WISE-D0—HAVE-CHARAC-
TER-OIL - and it is the FOOLISH who SEE that they do not
have CHARACTER-OIL (TM 234) — they are DESTITUTE! And
with all their too—late EFFORT — do they obtain it — ???????)

(RDB) — "The believer sees his UTIH? DH-TCIENCY of CHARAC-
TH-?...lt is an awful experience...(Here it comes!) While he
LAYS-BARE-HIS-HEART to the ministry of the Most Holy, THE
HOLY SPIRIT SEARCHES to the last remnants of sin in his
CHARACTER He pleads for the atoning BLOOD, and in the last
SUPREME of Faith and abandonment of SELF in sur-
render to God, he appropriates the benefits e final atone-
ment. (He DOES? When PROBATION i " and the Most
Holy Place is He then comes — COL 411-
2.)

(RDBQ - "Jesus says: ”Take away his filthy garments” — his
DEFECTIVE CHARACTER.‘ RDB—GEP 203-4. 1959.

(And this set the whole Adventist World agog — !!! What
FOOLS these mortals be.)

THE WARNING — given in COL 411 in the Ten Virgin Parable — if
it teaches anything at all - it teaches that PROBATTON is
OVER in this hour. The FOOLISH AWAKENING VIRGINS FAIL -

just because they EXPECTED OIL-CHARACTER in t '

HOUR and so they did not allow their ‘OLD
broken up!" (COL 411) — they carried it INTAC
change because the A\_l_\l_A N_G told them (since 1972) — that
"NATURE" cannot be i

(FREDRIC THOMAS WRIGHT) — ‘Come the answer did...TWO
NA TURE$...BOTH of these NATURES had a distinct G-IARACTER
of their own...WE-STlLL—REl'AIN—THE-FLESI-fl.Y—NA TURE and will
do so right through until the Advent of Christ to give us im-
mortality. This FLESHLY NATURE has its own OVARACTE? and
this CHARACTER is (There goes the 1958-1972

" fore in our flesh are all the unholy possibilities
‘ p.17-8. March 1972 CONFESSIONAL.

with one swipe of his poisoned pen — he does away with
EVERYTHING he had been _teaching for 13-14 years! and can
you dip into the ABYSMAL ;( that he calls a mind - and
come up with this:



past. Those positions we have NOT—Ht/ID

'...in conclusion we say WITH REJOICING that the message still
stands. It has not been a false message and there has been E
need TO CHANGE that which the Lord(?) has given to us in the

_ TO MODIFY-OR-

CHANGE-AT—ALL...the AESSAGE is not - V p.20 -

SAME ‘MESSENGER OF LIVING RlGHTEOUSNESS!" March 1972.

AFTER USTENING T0 11-IAT JUNK— for YEAR after YEAR -

flailing that thorn—bush ‘NATURE’ around - his "NATURE'
changed as quick as a woman can have a baby — his followers
thinking they had won the World - if they could get one to say
they think their ‘NATURE’ has been CHANGED — this was the
height of achievement - the ONE GOAL they had for salvation
— and then to face the incredible audacity to hea_' "

WITH Fl‘E;IOIClNG...we have not had to modify or;
ALL"

Elijah had the right solution for such Baal-Priests.

VERY STRANGE — that when he got around to 'EXPLAlNlNG'
the Austrian Autobahn flaming finalé — he also was able to
reply to that one with rejoicing! ‘To my JOY..." p.155. Oct.
31, 1978.

”Soon the dead and dying will be all around us. I saw that
some will be so HAFIDBVED, as to even MAKE SPORT of the
JUDGMENTS-OF-GOD...7bose only who have the SEAL of the
living God, will be sheltered from the storm of WRATH, that
will soon fall on the heads of those who have rejected the
Truth." In Hope, E.G.WHlTE. RH 1:11. PT 32.

NOW WE HAVE A REPORT FROM AFRICA (Jan. 3, 197g) — He
has a new agent running around with the BUKA - gathering the
tares for the burning. And the SAME excuse for the fire-ball
finalé - Oh! It was because WOLFGANG MEYER was not QUICK
enough to JUMP and OBEY the HIGH-PRIEST! Thus elevating
the leader STILL HIGHER! instead of REPENIING in sackcloth
and a es. B___l_._i_t hose who come to those _rn_e 'ngs are taught

X - not anything. Z" ,,W___,‘ - (Wolfgang
emr"w- Helene Tintner must orne and confess

- if they can...) .
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GOD'S 0l!lJBi

(1) A false prophet makes a prediction-- sets TIME.
(2) This TIME comes and goes — and NOTHING happens.
(3) That false time—prophet is to CONFESS! That he SINNED!
(4) If not - the pattern throughout the Bible - the HAMMER of

God falls - as it fell on the FOLLOWERS of KD&A.
(5) Then the ‘BIG 3" — still DEFIANT as ever — STILL were

‘HOLY!’ ('SAVED!') every one of them! So Moses said:
Let's have a little early morning TEST! To see WHO is
RIGHT! By the HAMMER of God — HAMMERING the truth
HOME!

(6) A wail of lamentation went up for KD&A - so the 250
Princes of Renown — the full Autumn Council — came
out of the Cloud (the Cloud was Christ - symbolic of the
Cloud coming) "...when Christ shall come in glory with his
holy angels, the whole earth will be ABLAZE... ‘A FIRE
shall devour before Him" ...A fiery STREAM shall issue and
come forth BEFORE Him, which shall cause the elements
to melt with fervent heat, the earth also, and the WORKS
that are therein shall be BURNED UP. "The Lord Jesus...IN
FLAMING FIRE taking vengeance on them that know not
God, and that (do as the WAGGONERIANS say to do!) —

OBEY NOT THE GOSPB.." "and the DAY that cometh
shall BURN—'IHHvI-UP!’ PP 339-341. 1890.

(A) KD&A died before the Lord.
(B) The full Autumn Council refused to recognize just WHO

were the 'BRETHREN!' and refused to recognize the HAM-
MER of God — so the tongues of FLAME came out of the
Cloud — and ATOMIZED them ON-—THE-SPOT! PP 401.

(C) THEN — if the Congregation still did not know WHO the
"BREl'HREN!' were - the HAMMER of God fell AGAIN!
Taking 14,000 of them! PP 403.

‘S0 IT WILL BE NOW. BEFORE the Lawgiver shall come to
punish the disobedient, transgressors are WARNED to REPENT,
and REILFIN to their ALLEGIANCE, but with the MAJORITY
these WARNINGS will be in vain... ‘LAST DAY:
walking after their own ...many who occupy the PU.-
PITS... "There is no cause LARM, ' they cry. "Before Christ
shall come all—the-World—is-to-be—CONVEFITED...Peace, peace!
...Let none be disturbed... "The Spirit speaketh expressly, that
in the LATIER TIMES some shall DEPART from the Faith, giving
heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS, and doctrines of Devils." PP 102-3.
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"UNSANfiFlED MlNlS7$$...Let the son of deceit and false
witness D entertained BY—A-(WU!-?CH that has had great light,
great eiiience, AND—THAT—€HlBCl-I will DISCARD the MES-
SAGE tln Lord has sent, and receive the most unreasonable
as—§-Eios and FALSE stppasitions and FALSE theories. Satan
laughs dtheir folly; for he knows what truth is. MANY—WlLL-
STAND—I-OUR-PMPITS (in Reform pulpits?} -lN-0UFl—PUl.-
PITS wit the Torch of FALSE (HMSH) PROPHECY in their
hands, QIDLED from the Hellish Torch of Satan....SOUND AN
ALARlE..mme up to the BATI1.E!...there is a people who will
bear the Ark of God_.'l1l:'Y—WILL-SHOW-THE—PEOPLE their
transgraion, and the house of Jacob their sins. The CON-
FUCT (Ii: have no conflict? You missed out?) the conflict is
to wax fE?CER and FlB?$?. SA TAN will take the field and
ggtsonau amst. (And even BEFORE that the PSYCHICS will
‘HEM!’ ad do ‘WONDERS!’ We have WARNED you for MANY
a year! Ind now it is here! among FIW PSYCHl%! SM 2:48-
54, 95, 111,24. T6:-400- 1. All 62. RH 4.'262,570.) G0 624.

"...they qened their hearts to the sowing of TAHES - (Did not
need anyold thorn bush — but were CHOKED by TARES in their
black hats! In the Garden of God - TAHES grew up from
which ismade POISONHJ BIEAD. Which they ATE with relish
— while taking out the window for some old thorn bush to
come wilting by...what a Doctrine of Devils!)

("As theyby FAITH enter the MOST HOLY - they find JESUS!‘
(Not YAIUEI-l.Q...JESUS.' EW 254-6.) Keep saying: ‘JESUS!’

"But My have NO ANCHOR, will be bound up with Satan's
ga_rty;: I! 409-412. 1897.

[This frm the woman who made ‘NO DIVINE PREDICTIONS...
no, not ha SINGLE CASE!‘ (FROOM.)]

WE HEAR EVERY LlTI1.E WI-lI.E — HOEHN only FINDS FAULT! I

would like to ask, these people — just how can you get?
FIRST —- kt shyster comes along — with his BOUQUET of for-
get—me—us - like a little brat — SPOILED with SUGAR and
SPICE at! everything NEE — all the glorious CAFINAL SECU-
RITIES. Ile are trying to SMASH! these golden goblets of
heady WI (so it is represented in the Crimson Harlot of Rev.
17:4) - fl these WINE-BERS be satisfied with CLEAR COOL
WATER? isthe question EGW asks again and again. ‘THE OLD
WINE lSE'ITER!' made them feel much more IMPORTANT!
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The name given by people here - who see the heads turn to
the Fl.ATTERY of those who follow "SPIRITUAL WIFE WAG-
GONER" — they become ‘QUEEN OF THE VALLEY!‘

Are you looking for us to OUT—FLATTER them? No. if we EX-
POSE the LIE - in doing that - which no one else is doing — we
AUTOMATICALLY reveal - uncover — the TRUTH! I think these
people KNOW this — ONLY—TO—WELL! But it does make a good
SMOKE SCREEN to hide behind! That they cannot stand the
UNMASKING of ERROR! Why? Because they LOVE it so much!
And want us to brew a STRONGER DRINK! No, thanks! Go to
HELL — ALL-BY—YOURSE!_F! AS EGW told CANRIGHT: "Those
who are PROUD and SB.F—l-TIGHTEOUS must abase SELF and
become penitent and meek and lowly in heart. The worldly-
minded must have (the THOI-TN BUSH removed?) the TENDRILS
of the heart removed from the RUBBISH of the World, around
which they are clinging, and entwined about God...Theg must
DESPISE their own HOLINESS. " T5:249, 250.

"The minister of God is commanded "Cry aloud, spare not, lift
up thy voice like a trumpet, and SHOW My people their trans-
gressions...Here is a people who are SflF——dec:eived, SELF-
righteous, SE1.F—complacent...lf the minister's face is not FLINT
...he will begin to SHAPE his testimony t the unsanc-
tified...HE SEPARA TES FROM GOD...The World is FULL of
FLATIEREFIS and DISSHMBLERS who have yielded to the desire

but the FAITHFUL MEN, who do not study SELF-
interest, ut LOVE their brethren too well to suffer sin upon
them, ARE-FEW—lNDEED. " T5:299, 300.

"...those who have stood in opposition to my Testimony and
HAVE-FOLLOWED—Af-TER to speak SMOOTH THINGS, to daub
with untempered mortar, and to DE$TROY...These will PITY
those who DESERVE REPROOF, because personal feelings have
been -hurt. All this UNSANCTIFIE SYMPA THY places the SYM-
PA 77-IIZEIS where they are SHAREHS IN THE GUILT of the one
reproved. lN—NlNE—CA$ES—0UT—0F—7EV if the one FIEPROVED
had been LEFT—UNDEH—A-SBVSE of his wrongs, he might have
been helped to see them and thereby have been REFOHMED.
But MEJDLESOME, UNSANCTIFIED SYMPA 1HlZE?S...SYMPA~
THIZING with the one REPROVE lead him to feel that he has
been really ABUSE); and his feelings rise up in REBELLION."
T5:678-9.
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MANIACS — "Oh, how many lives are made bitter by the
_b7e—a7in3 down of the walls which enclose the privacies of
every famiIy...A THIRD PARTY is taken into the confidence of
the wife, and her private family matters are laid open before
the special friend. T1-lIS—I$—THE-DEVICE-OF-SA TAN...their IM-
AGINATIONS have become DISEASED, and they live in a world
of their own creating...mese women think themselves great
sufferers, martyrs. They have TALKED of this and THOUGHT
upon it until they are nezlg MANIACS upon this subject. They
MAGINE their WORTH superior to that of other mortals...These
women are making themselves FO0LS...DA Y—DREAMlNG, and
CAS7lE—BUIl_DlNG, living in an IMAGINARY WORLD...They
IMAGINE themselves MARTYRS."

‘THE TRUTH OF THE MATTER IS, if they would show them-
selves USB-‘UL their value MIGHT be appreciated; but when
they pursue a course to CONSTANTIY draw upon 011-IERS for
SYMPATHY and ATTENTION, while they feel under no obligation
to give the same in return, passing along RESERVED, COLD,
and UNAPPHOACHABl.E...7hey are UNWOHTHY of their husbands
...a CURSE to themselves and a CURSE to their husbands...

AFTER GOING TO THE FIW MEETINGS — "...ln ‘supposing them-
selves ANGELS they make themselves FOOLS, and are nothing
but heavy burdens...restless, complaining...are found HUMAN
after all...They complain of being neglected when their
husbands are doing the very work they ought to do. Satan
finds easy access to this class. 7hey—have—no—real-l.OVE—for—
anyone—but-themseIves...l would say to women of this descrip-
tion: You can make or destroy your own happiness. You can
make your position happy or unbearable...Have these persons
never thought that their husbands must tire of them in their
USHESSNESS; their PEI/ISHNESS, their FAM_T-FINDING, their
passionate FITS of weeping while imagining their case so
pitiful? Their irritable, peevish disposition is indeed weaning
from them the affections of their husbands and driving them to
seek for sympathy, and peace, and comfort elsewhere than at
home. A POISONOUS atmosphere is in their dwelling...The
husband is subject to Satan's temptations, and his affections
are placed on forbidden objects, and he is lured on to crime
and finally l_0$T...Women may have a TRANSFORMING influ-
ence...SE.F is forgotten, merged in the life of Christ. To be
rich in good Works is as natural as their breath. They live to
do others good and yet are ready to say: We are unprofitable
servants...
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"But many do not understand the work of SANCTIFICA TION.
They seem’ to think they have ATTAINED to it, when they have
learned only the FIRST lessons in addition. SANCTIFICAUON is
grgfiessive work; it is NOT attained in hour or a day, and
then maintained without any special on our part."
T2.'462-5, 472.

"We are not to serve God as if we were NOT HLMAN, but we
are to serve Him (WATCH THIS!) ...we are to serve Him in _tl§_

T}? WE-HAVE..." M38 1, 1892. Fi&H June 17, 1976. p.9.

NOW LET US HAVE A GOOD LOOK AT THAT THORN BUSH —

1960-1961 - Hudson of Oregon brought the alleged ‘AWAKEN-
ING’ to America. In his early "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT' maga-
zines he featured BR|NSMEAD—WRlGHT-PESTES — as leaders of
this Movement. PESTES went over to BALLENGERISM — which
is an extension of JONES-WAGGONERISM after 1888. And
publicly REPUDIATED the Testimonies. A commentary on the
human mind and psyche 4_4- the DANGER of association — as far
as we know EVERY of the WSTES£wp — went right
along with him to give up the Testimonies. This is the ever~—

present danger inherent in association. You become LIKE the
company you keep. ‘Come apart and be ye SEPARATE!‘ This
takes back—bone and courage. One major reason they fall -

there is NO ONE to point out their ERRORS! Therefore they
are GUILTY of their BLOOD!

ONE MAJOR REASON ~ why conscientious Christians shield
away from pointing our ERROR and SIN - was the massive on-

slaught — the greatest in the history of any Church since the
beginning of time - the FROOM—ANDERSON K
the fear of God in anyone that DARES to breathe a word out
loud - about the Confederacy of Evil that Sr. White said would
come: “One thing it is ;is soon to be realized; - the
GREAT APOSTASY, which IS developing and increasing and
waxing STRONGER, and will continue—to-do-so until the Lord
shall descend from Heaven with a shout." Series B7:56~7.

SHE PREDICTED an "ELIJAH" would come. TM 475. RH 2:368.
GC 606. With a ‘JOHN THE BAPTIST‘ Message. NL 94-5.
LETTER 19%, 1897. By PUBLICATIONS. T7:139,149,150. Those
who do not give as pointed a Testimony - refuse to refer to
them as a "GENERATION OF VIPERSI“ —_ “God will not acknow-
/edge as His shepherds. A fearful upon them! " T1:321,
262. - 28 —



AND THE NEXT PAGE — tells you just what to take after them
iSES ~ this Generation of Vipers teach
the are HOLY and lNl_£I Thus they go by f_E_&_lfl(i and
poor souls lat 1'“ fig and DRIFT on a sea of EMOTION.

PIOUS PHARISEES. So do these. T1 :321 -2. Coming among us
and pretending to be one of us. they will deceive many.
T1:326. They will have a theory of "METHODIST SANCTlFlCA~
TlON." T1:334—6. HOLY—HOl_Y—HOLY-ll! The unbalanced in
mind will fall for,‘ tu ewofg FEEUNG. SM 2:18.
They will have ' ' SM 2:20. An in-
toxication of EX in get WHOMPED U?
in their 1979 meetings! As the Spirit of the Lord is withdrawn.
SM 2:21. ‘I AM HOLY! I AM SlNLESS!' SM 2:22.

They are going to whomp themselves into such a state of ex-
citement and enthusiasm, with satanic POWER promised OUT-
SIDE the MHP — as they have been WARNED. EW 56. PT 71-2.
See BROADSIDE. As Bro. Watts would say: ‘BEWARE! may
will notonly have ‘M1121-I EW 56 — also G0 444.
Even to the bringing down offj '{.v-fout of Heaven! SM 2:54.
MM 62. RH 4:262, 570. T6:400- 1. Look for FLYING SAUCEBS.
GC 624 — BEWARE! They will also have much ‘TRUTH!’ by
which many will be deceived. Not having the" Holy Spirit so
are not 'OUlCK!' to tell the "DIFFERENCE!" SM 1:202. OUR
SAFETY is twofold: As already shown — do not bow down and
pray with them the MHP — it is 5 the MHP —

that they receive t e POWB9!" of Demons. EW 56‘. They ‘AT
ONCE!' get the POWER — as they go over to that side. Those

’ who stay IN the MHP — no matter how FEW - are the ONLY
ONES that have an that will hold them in the
coming time of storm. . This is 'JU$77FlCA 77ON-BY-
FAITT-l!" EW 261. BEW/1%’ Those“ who are COLD and lNDIF-
FERBVT to this WARNING are to the CONTROL of EVIL
ANGE.S. T1:130—7."

THE THORN BUSH NATUFE - Frederic Thomas Wright -— High
Priest of Adventist OCCUL‘l’-PESMERIC sciences. Began all his
meetings as did his side-kick Bro. Robert. Both stood side by
side - SNEEBING at 'SlNl~fllG and CONFESSING — SlNNlNG and
Q9NFES§lNG' - (i think they were allergic to the 2

part).,2‘

Then they would throw out the CHALLENGE and the DARE - is
this not the way it went with you, too? Now they have you
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where the Catholic Priest wants you - THEY have found the
'SECREl'!' of how to have your sins remitted-explated—ab—
solved-purged-pardoned-mediated—blessed-released-justified -

as long as you believe in the Power of this Holy Priest to
exorcise the Demons out of you — so hang on with bated
breath — while we tell you...

Here they flew into tantrums against each other. BOTH of
them called the other's methodology as being "ANTlCHRIST!"
The foulest ‘LANGUAGE’ on mortal tongue — but which some
failed to recognize as "LANGUAGE!" Simply because they fell
for it. As they 'CURSED!" each other — round after round.

to 1972 — then BOTH of them did an about switch —

with the HEPPENSTAU. FORMULA — (as they
THREE MILLION DOLLAR BRIBE OFFERED?)

NOTHING can explain this PHENOMENON other that the ONE-
WORLDER ILLUMINATI ROTHSCHILD—ROCKEFELLEFl EMPIRE —

who know that the Third Angle's Message is the ONLY THING to
keep them from a complete take—over. So a few MILLION
spent to hood—wink Adventists is small peanuts.

1961 — 1972 — BRINSMEAD offered ‘PERFECTION’ in the MID-
NIGHT CRY — JUDGMENT HOUR. In 1972 he SWITCHED over to
HEPPENSTALL with PAXTON standing on guard to make sure he
would adhere to ONE—WORI.DER ANGLO—CATHOUC ECUMENl—
CALISM-

1961 — 1972 - WRIGHT offered ‘PERFECTION’ and ‘COMPLETE-
NESS' at the NEW BIRTH — provided you made ‘NO EFFORT!‘
In 1972 HE SWITCHED FROM QUIETISM in a painful transmission
to the new fabric - a synthesis with the MAXWELL BOOK and
the same bizarre HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD—PAXTON highly
structured Babylon—beIt — codified for him to attempt to weave
into the old THORN BUSH APPLE TREE intoxicant, sought
eagerly by the mentally insecure. Something to lean against —

even if it is only dung piled five feet high!

BUT HE DOES NOT HOLD TO IT! Going from one high to
another, like the pickled souse — staggering from one saloon to
the other - each one being the ‘BEST!’ Finally, after a circle
of 18 years - finds rest in the shade of his first thorn bush.
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Newly cfiguised, cultivated, pruned, and fertilized with the
stuff he had been peddling for 18 years.

Back to the 100% gig: - but with his little hatchet — he
split theihombush in TWO- ll!

1965 - ‘FROM BONDME TO DEJVERANCE“ this is the 100%
religion that some fell for. Resorting to the SAME MEIHOD
employed by KD&A, with the VERY SAME RELlGlON — the con-
gregation is 'HOLY!' every one of them!" — every one that
comes to his meetings. Yes! They will die for such a religion.
Based on REPETlTlON—REPEl'lTlON—REPETTTlON. As did KD&A.
PP 404. "...and that against all evidence."

His October 1967 magazine having the very same line up.

1965 -— ‘FROM BONDA§ TO DELIVERANCE‘ - as the Catholic
priest ohms to hold the ‘SECRET’ of ABSOLUTION - so this
priest has his ritual of the ‘Seven Stations of the Cross" — the
Mass.

p.1 - He has to put you down — right’ DOWN! Lower than a
snake-—bely. So he can build himself UP! His sinless majesty!
As did JINES in his 19% 'CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN
PERFECTDN." Now that he has himself UP — and you DOWN!
Now he tells you of ‘POWER!’ p.1. Now he has you CHARMED!

p.2 — You are SlNNlNG and CONFESSING — never did overcome
ANYTHIMS - did you? This is the INTIMIDATING PLOY. it is
like looking at ‘THE WILD KINGDOM‘ show — a mother bobcat
protectiig her young with her life — stops a snake. What
would hqzpen if that bobcat allowed that snake to get one
strike home? POISON would course through the entire blood-
stream, and the little kittens would soon be without a mother.
Her lightning reflexes kept the snake from getting one strike
home. A STRIKE - DOIXSE! A MISS! BE QUICK!

"The track of truth lies close beside the track of ERROR, and
BOTH mars may seem to be ONE - to minds which are
NOT—WCUlfH)-BY—7HE—ffl.Y-SPIRIT, and therefore,

(DODGE! MISS! BE QUICK!) — to discern
the nrnraaevce between mum and ERROR.‘ SM 1.-202.
T2:387.



DO NOT LET THIS SNAKE GET ONE STRIKE HOME—I!! Or you
are a goner. Do not ever permit him to DISROBE you of your
HIGH PRINCIPLES - your NOBLE STATURE — since Christ your
Redeemer gave you the POWER to OVERCOME — which you
DID! You are not about to LIE - and DENY — the POWER! You
DID overcome! You DID come to higher ground! You DID! and
you DID! and you DID! Do not let this RA‘I'ILE—SNAKE — this
“GENERATION OF VIPERS!” — tell you any different! DODGE!
:f”§,”';j;,€ Let him STRIKE — in vain! Do not let him get his teeth
into you. DENY this open affront to your CHARACTER! Do not
let him DRAG your Christian Character DOWN like that! With
his serpent's STARE! You are STRONGER than he is! SHOW
him that you are! by WALKING of that meeting!

”I was shown the necessity of those who believe that we are
having the LAST MESSAGE of Mercy - being SEPARATE from
those who are IMBIBING new errors. I saw that neither
young nor old s ou d attend their meetings; for it is WRONG to
_thus ncourage them while they teach ERROR that is a DEADLY

to the souI...The influence of such gatherings is NOT
GOOD...where ERROR is FORCED HOME to the people by the
power of the WILL, He will not keep us. The angels CEASE
their watchful care over us, and we are LEFT to the buffetings
of the enemy...Whi/e false doctrines and dangerous errors are
pressed upon the mind, it cannot be dwelling upon the TRUTH
which is to FIT and PREPARE the House of Israel to STAND in
the DAY of the LORD.‘ EW 124-5. SM 2:141.

Let the serpent STRIKE! - some one else, not you, DODGE!

p.2 — He comes at you with "That's the picture, isn't it?" That
you have been just as INSECUFIE and FALLEN as he says he is
— CHRIST MEI’ TEMPTATION WITH THE WORD OF GOD!

"For there are certain men C‘RE’T IN UNAWARES...ungodly
men, turning the GRACE of our God into LASCIVIOUSNESS, and
denying the only Lord God, and our Lord Jesus Christ...Likewise

DREAMERS defile the flesh, despise dominion,
and speak EVIL OF DIGNITIES. speak EVIL of those things
which they KNOW NOT: (hav' ’ overcome, declare it to

‘7’ " As did their lord and master
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ROMANS' — p.9,10.

'...speak EVIL of those things which the KNOW NOT: but what
they know NATURALLY. as brute in those things they
corrupt themselves. '_;;: TO-THEM! for they have gone the
way of CAlN...7hese are SPOTS in your feasts of charity, when
they feast with you, feeding themselves without fear; CLOUDS
they are without water, carried about of WINDS; TREES whose
fruit withereth, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the
roots. RAGING WAVES of the sea; foaming out their own
SHAME; wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of
darkness forever...These are MURMUBEBS, COMPMINH-IS,
walking after their own and their mouth speaking great
SWEJJNG WORDS, having men s persons (and PURSES!) in ad-

‘ because of advantage...MOC’KEBS in the LAST 77ME...

‘Now unto Him that is ABLE to KEEP you from falling and to
present you FAULTIESS before the presence of his Glory with
exceeding (oz. To the only wise God our Saviour, be glory and
majesty, dominion and POWE?, both NOW and EVER Amen."
The Book of Jude. ,

p.5 — Still STRIKING at you - ”...our best to keep
_V are met with __ (FTW). Tearing and

your Redeemer - __:i_ :4. To his low level. Of course there is
a PURPOSE behind these BLANKET JUDGMENTS and CONDEM-
NANONS. He wants you to be 100% OUT! So he can sell you
his type of ABSOLUTIONIMASS. And with this he hands you
"E.J.WAGGONER" and his "STUDIES FROM THE BOOK OF

=

WHAT NEVER CEASES T0 AMAZE ME - do these people never
put two and two together? Do they not know all the great
swelling of words of vanity in the E.J.WAGGONER—JONES
BOOKS of the 1890 period - was FOLLOWED by their involve-
ment with ‘HOLY FLESH' in 1900, graduating to ‘LIVING
TEMPlE' in 1903 —

WAGGONER began to espouse and promulgate views of spirit-
ual AFFINITY gSPlRI‘IUAL WIVES!) — came to the 1901 G. C.
SESSION all 'ENTHUSED' - with this “NEW LIGHT!‘ - (OLSON-
WHITE BOOK p. 313) - does that mean NOTHING - ???

Are we to follow the lead of a man so far FALLEN - nd pick
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up his SOPHISTRIES of the years before as SAFE GUIDES TO
FOLLOW? ' Or did his 11-IEORIES fail him? Did not work for
him? Why should they work for us?

We present these facts — so as to know FOR SURE! What NOT
to believe! lT—DID—NOT—WORK—FOR—THEM' Y "they DARE to
present this as light from Heaven! From I 7:: the MHP!

God will keep us there? Is that according to the SOP — ???

p.9,10 — casting all caution to the Four Winds — WRIGHT (as
BRINSMEAD) — find "NOTHING BETTER!" than E.J.WAGGONER.
And here is where the “SECRET” comes in 3 the WAGGONER
"DISCOVERY" that man cannot kee the is in the
that he has! That is as CONTRARY to the teachings and
theology of ELLEN WHITE - as WAGGONER'S DENIAL (And all
who follow him) — of the 1844 Sanctuary Truths.

We know not what language to use to describe this situation
we have just read: One RAID after the other against EGW —

"SPECTRUM" Magazine. $3.50. Box 4330, Takoma Park,
Maryland. 20012. July 1978. Vol. 9, No. 3. (EGW - out! out!
out!)

Exactly as she predicted. DOUGLAS and especially LaRON—
DELLE should be read — ALL of them are HANDICAPPED between
what they REALLY BELIEVE and what they MUST SAY if they
intend to hold their credentials. So they are in a real fix. AS
EIJ.EN WHITE PREDIC ' t on target — that the Lord will
have to raise up SG 2:226-246. And 20 more.
Those "NOT TRAIN TERARY INSTITUTIONS.“ GC 606,
456. COL 406. EW 277. PK 437,223. RH 3:271; 5:294; 4:276.
T9:137. GC171—5,443,455—6. LLM 108. NL 96.

"In the QOSING WORK of God in the Earth...in the hour of
greatest peril, the God of Elijah will raise up human instru-
menta/it/‘es to bear a MESSAGE that will NOT-BE-SILENCED...
the voice of stem REBUKE will be heard. Boldly will men of
God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of the Church with
the World..."for the Hour of His JUDGMENT is come...the false
Sabbath will be URGED upon us.../I T—Tl-IE-TIME the GOLD will
be SEPAHATED from the D3033.‘ PK 186-8. 1917.



i‘ ORIGINAL in RH 6:34, 382. Nov. 20, 1913. They can

hwy blame her for the CHANGES — as she was NOT ALIVE!
1&7 they CHANG$—77flS-BOOK-!!!)

IIJWIAIIVG-‘IIIPSARETHERE-???

VEINALI — ‘Before the throne [saw the Advent people, the
church, and the world. " 1846 BHOADSIDE.

EELIGEDI — ‘Before the throne I saw the Advent people -

the church and the world." EW 54.

$5 a simple sleight-of-hand — they CHANGED the three
pups into two - now the 'ADVENT PEOPLE" and "THE
C£CH' become ONE! When in the ORIGINAL they were
E)

When this Vision was given — there
was no Adventist Church. She saw:
[A] The World - in Darkness.
[B] The nominal professed Church.
[C] The Advent people — sealed -

‘ on a little narrow path. EW 14.

6:0‘O .0 ‘:
x:‘~.~‘.~Z~‘.’-':‘;~"-‘:’.-.~'~
. Q U ‘ .

. "._§...."Q»’ ‘

' " Draw the center__Ci_rcl is

' outer Circle in THE LIGHT
.;,~1_-¢~,’o_,,‘,~:.’,0.., from God's Adve ople — their
' ,“.",~::;’.' Rays of LIGHT penetrate THE

‘ ’ CHURCH and also into THE WORLD.
' it the GROSS DARKNESS of the World penetrates THE

QIICH. Only the ADVENT PEOPLE are in the full blaze of
IHIT. See the Devil's TRAIN — it seemed the whole WORLD
3 on board — there could not be one left. EW 88. 263.

E look again — and look a little HIGHER — and there - HIGH
five the Earth on a ‘LITTLE NARROW PATHWAY‘ — was a
EILE 0OMI’ANY!' EW 88,263. 144,000 — EW 14-5.

.31 T00 BAD — for anyone who cannot be with that little
%any, but must be found with the WORLD—LOVING
CBC!-II

I the (IOSING WOHK...a MESSAGE...BOLDLY will men of
E5 appointment oavouucs the UNION of THE CHURCH with
I WORLD.’ PK 186-7.
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The beginning of the PATH - the beginning of the SEALING - is
the ‘MIDNIGHT CRY!‘ - ‘AN ANGEL TOLD ME!‘ EW 14. A mys-
terious 'PROCESSION' sweeps by the" SLEEPING CHURCH - up
to this time there was seen ‘NO DIFFERENCE between the_r'n:ff_

COL 403. But now a DIFFERENCE is seen as the WISE - L" I

the procession. COL 406. And the FOOLISH
TON—BRlNSMEAD—HEPPENSTALL—FORD-BILLY GRAHAM in the
BLUNDER of ‘MISSION-KEY '73.‘

(Not so much more to go — and the door will be 'SHUT!")

FlGHUR'S FIGURING: None of the GREAT MEN, none of the
WISE MEN — warned FIGHUR of the mistake he made when he
said — you can KNOW an APOSTATE when they speak of
Seventh-day Adventists as "THEY!' — that Sr. White ALWAYS
said 'WE!' thus identifying herself with "THE CHURCH!‘

‘THEY’ - "THEM" — ‘THEIR’ — 'THOSE' — 'THESE" — over;
'I1MES! in 6 pages! COMPANION WORDS: "Men who stand In
very responsible positions at the HEART of the work are
ASLEEP. Satan has paralyzed TI-IEM...have given up THEIR
watch...THEY remain inactive, while 7HEIR wily foe enters the
fort and works successfully by THEIR side to § what
God has commanded to be BUILT UP. THEY see...THEY take it
all quietly...To 7HHl...And Satan exults...He has deceived
THEM, benumbed THEIR sensibilities, and planted his HELLISH
BANNER right in THEIR midst, and THEY are so completely de-
ceived that THEY know not that it is he...THEY love the things
of THE WORLD.’ T2:439-441. 1868.

THE CHURCH and THE WORLD - UNITED! GC 606-8. PK 187.

So if they go "OUT!" - from 'US!' or if they go "OUT!' in
DARKNESS - no need whatever to go ‘OUT!’ of THAT CHURCH
when it is in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!

They go OUT of the :_ ' — OUT of the Books in Heaven!

OUT of the favor of God — lNTO that World—loving CHURCH!

Because to be SEALED — they must be on that little narrow
— 144,000 PHlLADB_PHlANS! WTF 14-19. EW 14-5. GC4430;”.

(Ask for ‘TEN VIRGIN PARABLE.') Ann DeMichael, 1926 High-
way 21 North, Malo, WA 99150-9703.
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when EW 88,263 becomes a BEAUTY - that World—loving
CHURCH will have NO U9-IT AT AU_! "The CLASS represented
by the FOOL! VlRGlIl$...have NOT YIHDED...and permitted
their OLD ' to be broken up. THIS CLASS...have been

. supeznc-IAL wonx. They do not know God.
not studied I-Es 0-IARACTER ( They thought He “was

all _ V1 ...with their MOUTH they show MUCH x but
their HEART... (has not been CULTIVATIT according to COL 56
- the KEY PAGE!)

", Qéof their OWN SH_VES...having a FORM of godliness,
but enymg the thereof." THIS-lS—THE—a_ASS that in
time of peril are found crying, PEACE and SAFETY. They lull
their HEARTS into SECUIHTY ( ‘I AM SA VED!") and dream not of
danger. When STARILHJ from their LETHARGY, (Make no
WAGGONER "EFFOR7?') they discern their DES777Ul70N, and
entreat others to supply th ir LACK...But CHARACTER is not
transferable...It is in a that CHARACTER is REVEALED...
"Behold the Bridegroom cometh: go ye 4. to meet Him!"
...7HE eneqr .'..‘.‘. (Not on PRQBA TION?)

comes at the (10SE-(N-'-PROBA TION, when it will be TOO
LATE for the soul's need to be
SURPRISED, DISMA YE). [ the banquet Hall." (They
went by RDB — ‘CHAR/ICIH? would be GIVEN in this Judgment
Hour! What FOOLS these FOOLISH VIRGINS BE’)

"We cannot be ready to meet the Lord BY WAKING when the
’ CRY is heard...and T1-IBV gathering up our EMPTY LAMPS. " COL

411-4. 1900. [NO HOPE in these messages? Follow their
'DAMNABLE HERESlES' and see if there is any HOPE!]

FRED WRIGHT HOPE — 1958-1970 he had ONE REMEDY — you
must take up with WAGGONER and MAKE—NO—EFFORT because

can be kept with an old gnarled and cross—grained
—g the Lord pulled a dirty trick on SADDLING

you With that kind of konked-out no—good 2.;

THE PARADOX IS AND FEWAINS - since you are under 100%
POSSESSION, NO GOOD can come from the ' you have
- the one and only REME)Y that fornicating WA GONER has to
offer — just like he got rid of his wife — so also you must
SHOOT-STRANGLE-STAB—P0lSON—CRUClFY - or otherwise get
RID of that ‘OLD HUSBAND’ of yours! - 37 -

o Iied...Five will be found



cHARAc'I’Et— character is the supreme achievement of God and Man. it cannot be

———_-— ‘GIVE!’ — in any degree. To say so is to impeach the Character and

uotlves of end. For the popular Babylonish Theory now adopted by Adventists via

ANDBISS-IEPENSTALL — is to 'GVE!" - a change of CHARACTER-NATURE when

GEES?-Z311 comes.

I! it can be 'GlVBIl' — why wait until that late date? why not ‘GIVE!’ it at the

begtrflnd! 0 why saddle a person down with the inferior product - it God could have

done noun: no first time round? Why did He make such a :_ “ lob? THE nan
MUSE! IS — that this is a device of Satan -

(A) - To cifii that God give a character.

(B) - Wlllminplies that He sure‘ made a mess in the first case.

(C) - I In at up and ‘EVE!’ it - why should anyone STRIVE to overcome? Spend a

lifetime fling lat? You see the sly trick of the Devil and his agents?

TIE GEE DEA is - to get to EE - the HARD WAY ~ reiect the little Narrow

Path - shop and rough. But just buy a ticket on the man-made BROADWAY FLYEI -

sit back in the ‘I AM SHIBS-I-K1Y—$AVE)!' plush-bottom seats. Fall for the

vvhtdu, twisting Awakening arguments of ‘FAITH ALONE!‘ — listed as "...this pi
$lAZ6D¢l:TRWE..It Is NOT FAITH.../t Is PRESUMPTIDNF :30 471-2.

TIIS 3 ML YEW CLEAR — there is only one roadblock to Truth - it is not _

"1 -ea be popular! Therefore the preaching of 'LovE.' - even ‘uuuurraw
- no III!‘ In the alleged ‘LOVE!’ of God lands us in the swamps-quagmirss—qulck—

sands of Loner Adventosla.

WHAT & AUAKBIING! - when they find it was all a lie - and landed us in the

Devil‘: Train - the power that drives it is ’t.lNNE3SAUSM!' - which is SPIRITUAUSM

-00fllJ'$£ And the whole world will settle for it. EW 88-92262-6.

’Wha tb nnfessed people of Gad are UNITWG with the WorId...then, SUDIEVLY as

the fitting flashes from the Heavens, will come the of their BRIGHT VISIONS

and EJBIIIE IiOPE5.' GC 338-9- DA 379.383.

What the wicked carry around in their SUBCONSCIOUS is the idea that ii’ BJOUGH

gather round the delightful mean, they can force God to come to their terms. To

have comm: orlflthe Transcendent Powers is at the base oi‘ all ” — all 0CCULT—

promises a reward - without ‘ V so they will fall to look for

"STE? to Christ, fall to seek the Upper way - the ‘WORK!’ of a lifetime. And so

they fill Inst Heaven and an Eternity of Bliss. TM 446-7. T3:259.

<kth¢i1g to the Awakening Station, going with the World — to Perdition. The time has

male to SEAHATE ~ and start CLIMBING to the glorious heights above. STE’ BY

_sr_§ rszseo. {Courtesy of Ann DeMichaei.} THIS IS LIGHT. PK 137.‘

-9 ® ®



XX #*$*1$8$l*¥¥3*#-ttttik Xtttts ##1##:PRINTED IN CANADA

TRAIN OF EVENTS - Hi‘. THEIR ORDER

IN THE TEN VIRGIN PARAHAE —

(2) They hear "The voice of the BRIDE.’ COL 406.

(3) ‘THE CHURCH‘ - hears that there is another ‘cl-lURal!'
(4) For ‘THE BfllDE'is also a ‘CHURCH!’ MH 356. EV. 318. SM 11305.

(5) ‘THE CHURCH" - awakes to realize there is another ‘crime!!!’
(6) This is ‘THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY’ - to the "LAODlCEANS!'

(7) ‘THE LAODlCEANS' — are 'THEFO0LI8H VII-?GlNS!' TM 130. T5321.

(8) The "LAST' Church - LAST-l.0ST—and—HOP!£SS! RH 2:422 3:291.
(9) Any ‘WISE’ among them - ‘JOIN!’ — this other 'CHURcH!' COL 406.

(10)

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

(15)

(16)
(17)

(13)

(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(23)
(27)
(23)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)

For "a companion of FOOLS shall be DEsTl|IoYEJ!' Prov. 13:20.

This ‘DESTRUCTION!’ began on the AUTOBAIW - Sept. 23. 1976.

The ‘WISE’ - join the mysterious '«PROCESSlONl' COL 408.

Also catled ‘A MOVBIBVT shall COME" GTC 464. 1884 GO 296.

"...ln a MESSAGE which Is yet FUTUIE.' 1888 GC 383.

"To those who go all to meet the Bridegroom ls this MESSAGE glven...whlle all

the WORLD ls plunged In DARKNESs...t#le will catch the first uGIT!'
COL 420.
TIE ADETIST CHURCH - '.%...tIle ESITIONF GO 608.

They become our ‘MOST BITTBI EllBlE$l' G0 808.

These "APOSTATES' (SC 608) - Keep SUNDAY next EASTER. GC 443.

Thus they "Prepare the way for the IMAGE.‘ G0 444.

By being ‘IN OIMIMMP with Bro. Billy and Bro. Robert.

Passed by Autumn Council. R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20.

Thts led to the MAXWE.L BEDTIME BOOK. 1970. GC 445.624.
1971 — Secret directive —cali all REORMES BACK!

1972 - RDB and FTW fell in line with HE=PBIsTALL.' '...LOVE!'
1973 - At last! They managed the three-told 'UNlON!' Rev. 18:13-16.

1974 - Turned this ehurch over to LAWYERS! T8169. T1:212-3.
1975 - Biggest drive in history! Plans to u_Nl_E!_ Try again!

1976 - RDB - PAXTON list 25.000 Ministers of other Churches!

1977 - increase that by TEN! 250,000 List of other Churches!

1973 — sm mmsrhv Magazine - March 1973. 75¢ - nan p.4.

1973 — RAOUL bananas 'GRACE' article. as RDB~PAXTON!

1979 - Devil's ECUIIENICAL on:~wom.oEn TRAIN - ready to take om God's

p-ieopie will BUILD-FORM-DEVE.0P-OULTIVATE -

A CHARACTER - by E=FORTS-WIIJ.-WORKS-STRIV|N6-CUMB|NG-

THE TRAIN -

STES-HARD-WAY-DAlLY—0VECOMlNG—PIATH -

"and _FE_I_M_ there be that find it!
"It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on Board. "

With the COUNTBRFBT 'AWAKENING' (WAGENE)
Doctrines listed and catalogued in Ge 464473.

SM 11204-5. God's people "® YE OUT!’ SM 2:390. COL 406.



(I wonder how many direct DIVORCES were CAUSED by that
kind of loose TALK? A way out for the battle-axe union -

GB'—ANOTHER—HUSBAND! Fred Wright said so! If they allow
such CREEPS to come CREEPING IN, seeking WAGGONER'S
‘SPIRITUAL AFFINITY!‘ The red—carpet rolled out for him from
campmeeting to campmeeting. 1901 - until he graduated into
PANTHEISM in 1903. Till the day he died.)

IF YOU ARE 100% POSSESSED - as FROOM—R|CHARDS—WAG—
GONER—WRlGHT - claim. So that y 9 ask God to give
you a better model — a brand—new _, __ - chuck the old
one. JUST WHERE in the recesses of ‘EVIL MIND‘ and that
"OLD MAN!" — can he find the HIGH and HOLY DESIRE to find
something BEITER? To ‘PRAY’ for a new nature?

FTW ~ "E.J.WAGGONEH on p. 16 "STUDIES FROM THE BOOK OF
7?FMANS' says, "There never was a time in the life of any man
when of himself, he had power to resist temptation. WE—CAN-
NOT—D0-IT. That PHOVE§;.___ Y u see? Just throw an idea in-

_ind - and this is What did He
} only too well that HE CG£LD-NOT—HESl$T-7EWPTA-

ON th that formula! Ask that English Nurse!)

DIFFERENT from our‘That’ that we must have a
natural I order to resist sin at ll your
all your FAILURES should be conclusiv to anyone that
your natural UFE cannot possibly resist sin. THE SECRET is to
get RID-0F—THE—0LD—LIFE. It's no good. Then get the NEW
LIFE which can overcome sin as WAGGONEH continues, "That
must be a LIFE that sin has never touched and can never
touch. " (ONCE-SA VED—AL WA YS—SA VH3?)

”...When can you have it?‘ RIGHT NOW!...' F7W—FBTD 10.

THEN PAGES - of how to get rid of the old guy - steal his pro-
perty and marry that wonderful ‘NEW HUSBAND!" Reminds me
of one of the Big Doukhobor Leaders here - some one asked
him if it would be wrong to follow MORMONISM -

And he replied - do you think it is WRONG for a woman who
has a STUPID HUSBAND to want to IMPROVE the FAMILY LINE?
And every woman saw how STUPID her husband was — and
sought to IMPROVE the FAMILY HERITAGE! AS F'l'W says — only
ONE-WAY! “GET RID" of the “OLD HUSBAND!‘

_ 33 ..



AS BLOTTERS IN WASHNGTON REVEALED — for many years — _

wherever the writings of JONES—WAGGONER go - it is followed
by the break—up of homes. 'LAST DAY DE%Tl0NS...The path
aI.E-TROR often appears to lie close to the PATH of TRUTH. It
is hardly distinguishable from the PATH that leads to HOLINESS
and HEAVEN. But the mind enlightened by the Holy Spirit may
tiscern that it is DIVE!-SING from the RIGHT WAY. After a
while the two are seen to be WlDE.Y SEPARA TED. PAN-
TTIESTTC VlEWS...T'he theory that God is an essence pervading
dl NA TURE is one of Satan's most subtle devices...DARKNESS
is their element, SENRIAUTY their sphere. They gratify the
natural heart and give license to INGJNA TION. SEPARA TTON
from God is the RESILT of accepting them...His grace alone
can enable us to RESIST and SUBDUE the tendencies of our
fallen THIS V the spiritualistic theories con-
cerning o make of N0 H-’FECT... THESE TT-IEORIES...do away
with the necessity for the ATONEMENT and make man his own
savior...I HAVE SEEN TTE RESLLTS of these fanciful views of

A_I?0STASK SPHITUAUSM, and Fl-?EE—LOVI$M. _T_H£

tendencies of these teachings was so concealed
that at first it was difficult to make plain its real CHARACTET.
lhtil the Lord presented it to me, I knew not what to call it,
but I was instructed to call it UNHOLY SPIRITUAL T8:
290-2. 1904. SM 2:26. EV. 600-2. MH 429.

‘They were gaining a 9'-‘IRITUALISTTC POWER over those who
could not see the evil of these beautifully clothed theories.
TIE {FTW)—DOCTRlNE-T1-IAT—ALL—WEiE—HOLK..resu/ts in SE.F—
SATISFIED IMPURITY...the doctrine of an IMPERSONAL GOD
I-"E?VA‘D N6 ALL NATURE and similar ERRORS...wi// be E

‘”” _ In the future (WA TCH THIS!) Satan 's superstitions will
assu NEW FORMS. Errors will be presented in a PLEASING
and FLATIERING manner. False ___theories, clothed with gar-

LIGHT...MINDs—wILL-BE4H-'"I‘i.f'i"'i";§_§i2‘£i§§..The exaltation
of ;as God...the power of MIND—0VER—MIND...' lest any
man should BEGUILE you with ENTTCING words...By prayer and
%VFESSION of sin we must clear the King's highway. As we
do this, the POWBT of the SPIRIT will COME...We must LOVE
and OBEY the TRUTH for this time. This will save us from
accepting STRONG DE.LSONS.' T8:293—8. 1904.

{Him Ilia! olerco/Iletli willat tile MJIDEPIMII aszmv! 303. )
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.ll0TK3El|0WFlIllUSESAl.|l0STNOTESTlIIOilES!

Just enough to embellish the doctrine so some THINK he goes
by them and NOT by WAGGONER. 780 then, any person TRY-
ING to keep God's LAW while he still has the OLD HEART is
attempting WHAT? An absolute ‘QM p.11.v FTW-
FBTD. 1965.

So you see? He places th burden on God — if you are
lost - He could have done ;__A than He did! That is an IM-
PEACHMENT against the CHARACTER of God! BUT SOME LOVE
Ll} They will NOT LOVE it in EW 282. GC 656. WONDERFUL

I this “NEW LIGHT!‘ way of the Sanctuary
. ____ ‘_ in the “COURTYARD!” f "T counn p.14.

And has to PERVERT ‘STEPS TO CHRIST‘ p.15 to hand you a

‘NEW LIFE!‘ — instead of simple 'FORGlVENESS!'

'UFE." — 'IJFE." — ‘LIFE!’ — like the drone of the HYPNOTIST -

‘SLEEP!’ — ‘SLEEP!’ — 'SLEEP!" — lust GIVE IN -— and he has
you! Do not let the rattler strike — ONCE! ‘DODGE HIM!‘ Get
a stick and bash his head in! ‘Call ELIJAH with his SWORD!

This "HURRAY!' religion — 'HURRAY! I HAVE MADE IT!‘ carries
with it a spirit of SEI_F—EXALTATION — that the PSYCHICS from
the SHEPHERD'S ROD LEADERSHIP — never did get rid of — it
bothered them like a thorn in the side — for many a year -

WAITING and WAITING for the POWER to break loose! Now
they will have it - in 1979 - as PREDICTED in SM 2:... for
pages and pages and pages...

"...picl<ing out a SENTEMI here and there. that which be-
wllders and bewltches...CALlMNY and REPROACI-I...”And that
will live godly in Christ Jesus (Not YAHWEH!) - shall suffer
PB?SEalTlON.' (2._ ' 3:12) ...We may be called “WEAK” and
'FOOU$H"...even "' THE BLOOD OF $011.5 was on their
garments." SM 1 3,81.

l was going to analyze it step by step - but I am afraid you
must be getting SICK of this WAGGONER—WRIGHT HODGE—
PODGE - just MARK what he taught ~ 1958 or let it be 1960 to
1970. ABSOLUTE 100% POSSESSION until you get an AB-
SOLUTE NEW 'LIFElNATURE!' Anyone who opposed this was
'ANTlCI-IRlST!' But-but—but—but... — 40 —



But what happened in 1970 as he wrote 257 pages of “LIVING
RIGI-ITE($.Y?" — the SAME as those who left the BLAKE
(YAI-IWBI-BEARD!) camp and saw NOTHING WRONG in the
GRAHAM BOOK - mixing D.LFRIEND'S EARLY WRITINGS from
the MOSI HOLY PIACE --— MIXING them u As D.L. himself
accused!) — with his later position in the % APARTMENT!,5.

They cotfl not SEE the IIXING — ??? SELF—CONTRADICTORY
DILLE$ find so now they can see NOTHING WRONG when the
SAME 1126 is done by (WRONG) WRIGHT! - as he tries to
take thefiJTH of "EFPORT!' — takes his little hatchet and
SPLITS Sh old thorn bufla in TWO—!!! Those same YAHVISTS
can see III}-IING WROIEI to save their souls! In the CON-
FUSED .'I¥30N as they peddle this book around — telling
people iti the most wonderful thing they have ever read!

A (Of coum they said the same about the BLAKE BOOK - the
FRIBID~EAl-IAM BOOK the HIEBERT WAYMARKV BOOK - and
all the .lllES—WAGGONER BOOKS! As they go regular as a
clock to tile Adventist FiIIing—Station to get tanked up there
ALSO! ‘lily! They even had HOEHN down there! Wanting him
to "mum ~ with WHAT - ??? With f: -- ???)

UNITE WE-‘I THIS - ??? — (FTW) — “LIVING RIGI-ITEOUSLY“
p.102 - ‘E7 Romans 7 we learned that there is only FUTIUTY
and DEE)’ in the Of man, while he has a CABNAL

’<§fij§i attempt a g forth G000 FRUIT. It is
that cannot be done..." (Now write thi

This is viht he said - as he said it for over a

p.119 - "...we do became TRANSFORME in NATURE...N0
OUE$11CI.. is indeed a EW CREATION (WATCH THIS!) - and-
an-entiq-OPPOSITE PE350N to what he was before, _so f r
as the is can ned. Now, he has the Q

NATUE :i‘e—‘the—p/ace—of—the NA TUBE that he had BE-
FORE..-‘

O.K. — thee is the old thorn bush religion - the ‘NEW LIGHT!"
from WAEONER. But since he was shot at from every side
by the IIITH going around the World ALSO! via the HOEHN
RESEAIKI LIBRARY - that broke up several of his camps!
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Like the man who had a dog with a 17-inch tail - and he did
not like a dog with a long tail — so he decided to cut it off.
But not wanting to hurt the dog too much - he cut off an inch
a day! .

So WRIGHT is trying desperately to GRAFT some APPLE TREE
SHOOTS - (Which, by the way - he claims is so utterly IM-
POSSIBLE! Yet I read of it being done! An apple shoot grafted
into a thorn bush!) 'BEI.IEVE IT OR NOT!‘

ANYWAY — here we see the magnificent attempt to WHACK the
T1-IORN BUSH in TWO — ONE PART is DEAD and GONE — but the
OTHER PART remains very much ALIVE! The masterful ‘DIS-
COVERY!’ of TWO (Or was it THREE?) - "NATURES!"

Then tries to PRETEND - he changed NOTHING-—AT-ALl_I
Flm'aIng/iésoldgizadedmomdm/zmoandéot Mto Myea/I/.5.
This was the ABSOLUTE — the POSITIVE — the ONLY religion —

then split it in TWO — now tries to hand you NO EFFORT —

WITH ._ and STRIVING and TRYING and all! The very
thing he ‘A DOUBLE SIN!‘ — Now, without betting an eye
— he tries to tie the two TOGETHER! While PRETENDING he
never CHANGED! Why do I spend TIME on the c? *&%$#@+?
Because SOMEWHERE from the ILLUMINATI FUND — he has
dipped his claws into MONEY! And also because THE CHURCH
via FROOM - was also sold down the E"'l‘_,¢‘\ river.
Perhaps ONE here, and ONE there - may WAKE UP and BREAK
AWAY — that is all anyone can expect. No more.

AFlBHllXl!lGB‘FORTWlIHNOE‘F(I!T-

AFIBISP|JTT!!IGTllETH0lHlBllSHIIATllEllTWO-

"IN CONa.USION...we say with REJOICING that the message
still stands. «It h not been a false message and there has
been no need t j: that which the Lord (?) has given us

in the past. The positions we have NOT had to MODIFY or
AT—AIJ_..." .20. March 1972 FTW CONFESSIONAL.

(Now he is only :3, CRAZY! But he LOST his p_Iy1§I_11
HALO!)

THE NEW NATURE NOT SO HOT - "This does not mean we
cease to be a HUMAN...ChristIanity does not make a person
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UN-HUMAN...(7he 0U$lS—OF—THE——VALLEY — tho -

werelg UN—HUMAN...LIkewise, the Lord gave to man 5 __

...(WELL' WEJJ WEUJ) — 77-IESE—THE—l.0RD-DOES—NOT—TAKE
A WA Y-EITHER...(OH! 0!! OH! ) WE—HA VE—TO-BE-VERY-¥CARE-
FUL—T0-KEP-—‘lHE3E—TMNGS-UNDER-CON71?OL...(Well! What
do you know! What a SWITCH! What a DBIlL!)...Now it comes
as a SURPRISE to MANY to /earn (?) that Adam and Eve had
to keep UNDER CONTROL (EMPHASIS HIS! MIND YOU!) UNDER
CONTROL their appetites, passions and affections... p.119—120.
‘LIVING RlGHTEOUSLY' — Fl'W. 1970.

Now i want to show you ONE of a DOZEN mind—boggling
DIUJES.) (Trying to tie EGW over to WAGGONER — as FROOM
did!)

He guotes EGW: — "The Savior took upon Himself the infirmities
of humanity and lived a sinless life, that-men—may-have—no—
fear—that—because-of—the—weakness—of-human-NATUBE - they
—could—not-overcome, (MIND YOU! THIS EJPHASIS HIS!) MH
18. '

(Now he takes a POlNT—BLANK STATEMENT like that — that you
]_ keep the _ '5 — in the 4. -YOU-HAVE! and tries to

ve that in to the WAGGONEB ELIGION — that you

EGW: - "We are not to serve Goo‘ as iifmwe were NOT HMMN,
but we are to serve Him in the if WE-HAVE..' M35‘ 1,

1892. R&H - June 17, 1976‘. p.9. { 49.) (And 100 more!)

FIW DILLYI DILLYZ’ DII_LY!

p.125 - Now he has the ‘SAVE MASTER‘ of ancient Egypt
stood OUTSIDE the Israelites and RULED from the OUTSIDE.
But the “CARNAL NATURE“ dwells fl the body and RULES over
it.

p. 124.

I think we could stop right here.
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We could go on in this book - to show one DILLY after the
other — in ‘the desperate attempt to TIE TRUTH together with
his concept of the WAGGONER'S ERRORS. I have marked
DILLY! p.127. Another DILLY same page. And the third DILLY!
Also three DILLIES p.128; p.132 - one DILLY; p.133 - two
DIUJES. DIUJES (CONTRADICTIONS!) on every page — 135-
1§_1_. If a DILLY was missing on one page — the next had TWO!
p.163 I marked: "BUIL!' p.165 ‘So God DOES destroy?‘
p.196 — 'BLASPHII-MY!‘ p.199 - "What message?" p.216 —

'HYPOCRITE!" p.230 - a BIG ‘DILLY!’ Also ‘SNAKE!’ p.232 —

‘DEVIL!’ Most Devilish doctrine there ever was C re with
Ed. 23,289. MH 452. PP 49. Same as RDB

TiE SAYNGS OF WAGGONER -

TIEIMOTSETUNGOI‘ADVBI'flSM-

ling with the problem of the errors in the so—caIIed
— Ann ._peMichaeI saw the delusion for what it is.

“I-I”E‘.I_-TORMENT!" doctrine - no memeousuess — NO MERCY
- N0 RECOGNITION to anything that man can do.

Therefore the UTTER IMPOSSIBILITY to try to keep the
They just flat out say it CANNOT—BE—DONE! That no one has
ever done it. "Have you considered my servant
...MErHUSH.AH...NOAH...LOT...DAVlD...EJJAH..JOHN THE BAP-
TIST?

]'hen. the Bibie is waone — when %.i.'f.
. 9.

_‘aoc -

ARE THEY THAT

"Seventh—day Adventists have...The greatest wealth of TRUTH
ever entrusted to morta/s...The publicat/'ons...are to prepare a
peap/e...John the Baptist...B(POSED-POPULAH—D&U$IONS. In
contrast with the FALSE 77-IEORIES of his time...11-[IS .vS/QME

MESSAGE.-.we are to prepare the way...show that the of
i ""..In clear distinct lines they are to

pr sent V the necessity of
T7:139. 1902.

u to all His 1



“THE CONTEST IS BEIWEHV the COMMANDIIENTS of God and
the commandments of men. In this time the . will be
SEPARATE the DROSS in the Church. (Leaving
WHAT?) T5:81. '

[Now don't ever again LIE and SAY that HOEHN only finds
fault! He only finds FALLT with the FAULT-FlNDERS!]

FAULT—FlNDlNG WRIGHT — hm progressed all the way from
finding ': with the w“ God made man, He could have
done belief - t0 finding if God DESTROYS those who do
not even . — to keep His Commandments. Or teach others
so.

THEREFORE — he gives us” the SAYINGS of MAO TSE—TUNG
WAGGONBI. That the cannot be kept in the Nature we

have. God can do BETTE?! And so all along the line — when
He comes, AH! YES! that is the Time! when we CAN k the
LAW! When God up and makes a better iob of our

That is to say — that is the all—new ‘DISCOVERY’ of 1970-
1972. In which he tries to blend his BLANKET STATEMENTS of
1960 to 1970 — yet he hauls back his Old Thorn Bush, the
100% religion. 100% THORN BUSH must be 100% yanked OUT!
and plant a 100% apple tree!

‘Our group may be the only ones in the World who OPPOSE and
EXPOSE that dumb dog Doctrine - and here is WHY:

WE GO BY THE TESTIMONIES — for he that accepts a Prophet
in the name of a Prophet — shall rec?‘ ‘_a"__P_rophet's Reward.
AND NOW}£HE IN THE SOP IS YOUR 2; ; LIKENED TO A
THORN BUSH! so with that — ALL the Thorn Bush 100% argt
ments are 100% WRONG - ll!

(EGWg - ‘Put yaw‘ V on the side of_§Chri§t. to serve
Him, and in AGING upon His word you :':".W’-5§“‘I_’ieceive strength.
DA 203. 1898. 74:215. “H 176. SC 52. Ed. 289. MH 130.
CH 350.

DOCTRINE5 OF D1ONS - FTW - "UV|NG RIGHTEOUSLY‘ -

"...above and beyond the POWB? of of men, there is a

_ “Tl



STBONGE-7 POWER and that is the POWER of his REAL NATURE.
Not on! was this POWER so much STRONGER than the POWER

' but it was impacably set AGAINST any DESIRE of

“our minds FOREVER the common NOTION that
us to get the victory. God does not 3’_ to

may think that at
SY in these teachings..." p.232-

get the ' _

last you have found the
4. (F7'W)

YES! YES! YES! Indeed! We sure have! if that is not from the
I — I wonder what is. We can find 1,000 statements that

say God us! And no WEASELlNG—TWlSTlNG—WlNDlNG
sayings of SEX DEGENERATES will ever change that!

(What is the Holy Spirit — if it is not a HELPER?)

(What are the Holy Angels - if they are not HELPERS?)

One would think not even a i: would make a statement like
that! No wonder Sr. White sai ey will go with their ‘FLOCKS

3 to seek the Lord — they shall not find Him!" "...He
hath WITHDRAWN Himself (within the SECOND VAIL) from
them." EGW—PT 64. See 79. RH 1:21 March 1850.

''If we are FIRMLY FIXE upon the present truth, and have our
hope, like an (EW 254-6) of the soul, cast WITHIN
the SECOND VAIL, the various WINDS of false doctrine and
error cannot move us. The excitements and false reformations
of this day do not move us, FOH—-WE—KNOW that the Master of
the House rose up in 1844, and SHUT-71-IE-DOOR of the first
apartment of the Heavenly Tabernacle; a now we certainly
expect that ‘they will ‘G0 with their " "
Lord; but they shall not find Him; he drawn Himself
(within the second) Vail from them." The Lord has shown me
that the which is with them is a mere human influence,

fof God." In hope, E.G.White. PT 64.
March 1850. H

NOW SEE YOUR INDEX FOR THORN BUSH — and what do you
- 45 _
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find? The SUPERSTl'l10N has it — that God must yank out the
THOBN BUSH — he bases his whole Salvation on the MONO-
MANIASM. But what‘_&_.sai_th the Word of God? 2; .1

or they will YOU!" T5:53.

30 NO ONE CAN DO THIS BUT GOD — ???

"The 77-IOHNS in the HEART must be UPROOTED and CAST
OUT!" Ev. 347. 1902.

WHY SHOULD WE DEPART? From the beautiful SYMBOUSM of
the HEART (NATURE—CHARACTER) being a "GARDEN!" Or even
more specific — the SOIL Which YOU cultivate and YOU weed
and YOU sew and YOU reap and YOU plow up the TARES or
THORNS by the ROOTS - _Y_O_U do all that in the Garden of
your HEART! This beautiful picture in COL 46-49. And from
there throughout all the Writings. The symbolism is '

Thus YOU develop’ the SOIL for Good or for Evil — "As ye SOW
— so shall ye REAP.‘ There could be no more PERFECT SYM-
BOLISM than that which the Lord gave. "

THE KEY PAGE IS — COL 56. This at once SMASHES everything
that WAGGONER—WRlGHT seek to misrepresent in their 100%
Religion. NO ONE is 100% DEVIL except the DEVIL himself!

"The GARDEN of the HEART must be ' ‘fjj‘_"f The SOIL
must be BROKBV UP by deep REPENTANCE for sin. POISON-
OUS Satanic PLANTS THORNS — BRIERS — TARES - WEEDS —

,5) must be ' The once overgrown by
Q by diligent LABOR. (No! The

Lord WILL NOT do it for you!) So the evil tendencies‘ of the
V » in the

name and strength of Jesus f'_B_RB4K (P YOUR FALLOW
GROUND, and saw not among ” .So the SOWERS have
something to’ DO that the y not be choked with

.The plowshare of E}, ‘..will take them out by the
COL 56-8. 1900.

WHAT IS THE TRUTH? KURT KOCH says that 100% possession
is VERY RARE! That in all his experience dealing with the OC-
CULT — he has seen VERY FEW. But the MYTH of passing one‘s
self off as a SlNl_ESS POTENTATE — requires the extreme swing
of the pendulum to be more effective. - 47 -
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"...when the Servant of God is permitted to behold the glory of
the God of Heaven, as He is unveiled to humanity, and realizes
to a slight degree the PURITY of the Holy One of Israel, he will
make STAHTIJNG CONFESSIONS of the POLLUTION of his soul,
rather than PROUD BOASTS of his HOLINESS...We may always
be STARTLED and INDIGNANT when we hear a poor, fallen,
mortal exciaiming, ''I AM HOl.Y, I AM . Not one soul
to whom God has granted the wonder His greatness
and majesty, has—ever-uttered-one-word—lil<e-this." R&H Oct.
16, 1888.

NOW READ THE LAST TWO CHAPTERS OF ~ the Jones Book —

printed by HUDSON and BRINSMEAD — “THE CONSECRATED
WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION" d that we are to "SHOUT!"
to the World! that we are = and this is the LOUD CRY!
That was also the message of WAGGONER—BALLENGER.

FTW — THE HOLY INFAUJBILITY: "...the old temper, the EVIL
LIFE, so here It is Lord, you take it, I don't want it...A/right,
He ’s got it. I-HA VEN’T-GOT—lT. I just simply do not possess
an evil temper any longer...

THE 100% RELIGION! 100% FROM THE DEVIL! (FIW) —

’'It is literally EHASED from my NATURE It's BLOTTED OUT of
me. It's taken away and now that OLD EVIL TBIPER which was
me, is BILIJONS of miles away, safe in the Sanctuary, as far
as the Heavens are from the Earth. That's the reality of the
Gospel. And into the place where that OLD EVIL TEMPE}? was,
now comes a Christ—/Ike temper and it's mine. It's my posses-
sion. It’s now MY RIGHTEOUSNESS. It's now Christ In me, the
hope of Glory. It's His LIFE and His SPIRIT in me. I'm trying to
make this as REAL as I can because it is REAL to me in my
own B(PEI?IENCE and has been for 10 solid years.‘ ( The
"HUI~?RAY!' religion. HOLY FLESH. THE SINLESS DEMIGOD.)
‘FROM BONDAGE TO DELlVERANCE' FTW. 1965. (SAME
THING in a later edition.)

ORIGINAL BATTLE CIIEBI ‘STEAM PRESS‘ - ‘LIFE SKEICHES' -

"We had to meet a spirit of SE.F—RlGHTEOUSNESS that was
very DEPI?ESSlNG...FANA TICISM -and spiritual MAGNETISM
seemed to have destroyed the spirit of true godliness...a
species of spiritual MAGNETISM, of a similar character with
MESWERISM. — 48 -



It was our first experience of this kind...they professed SANC-
IIHCATION, claiming they were ABOVE the POSSIBILITY of

T}? being eriirely consecrated to God...

‘these persons, who made such lofty PROFESSIONS, were cal-
culated to dateive the LMIWARY. They had much to say of
LOVE and GIQRITY covering a multitude of sins. I could not
1311:‘ with their views and feelings; but felt that they were
wielding a TBHHBLE POWER for evil. I wished to escape from
dnir presence as soon as possible.

"Eider Bennett, in speaking of FAITH, said, "All we have to do
75 to BHJEVE and whatever we ask of God will be given us."
%er White suwested that there were CONDITIONS specified.

ye abide it Me, and My Words abide in you, ye shall ask
what ye will, and it shall be done unto you."

‘Said he, '_Yarr theory of FAITH must have a FOUNDATION; it
'5 as as a flour barrel with both’ heads out. TRUE
G‘!/IRITY never covers up unrepented and unconfessed sins.
See only drops her mantle over the FAULTS that are CON-
ESED and REVOMVOH). TRIE Q-IAHITY is a very delicate
parsonage, never setting her pure foot outside of Bible truth."
.3 soon as tin views of these people were crossed, they man-
iaéted a STIBBOFW, SH!-'—RlGHTEOUS spirit that rejected all
érstruction. Though professing great humility, they were
KIASTFUL in meir SOP}-IISTRY of SANCTIFICAIION, and resist-
ed all appeals to We felt that all our efforts to con-

’ vnnc’e them of 2"‘rra"l§ were USHESS, as they took the
- position that they were not learners but TEACHERS...

IMAGIE DOING THIS AT AN F'|'W MEETING - !!!

‘Boer White arose and said, "I am distressed. The Spiritof
tie Lord is grieved. I RESIST this INFLUHVCI in the name of
me Lord! 0 God, HEBUKE this 1; .1 3913111‘ I was immedi-
ately relieved, and rose above the shadows...their GBOANINGS
and AMHVS drilled

‘They are acting under a SATANIC INFLUENCE yet attributing
al to the Spirit of the Lord." "I believe God sent you to en-
_eaqr_a_g _.¢_rs,_' said Brother Collier. "We call their influence

crush the very life from our prayers, and
&ve an influence BI.AO(E? than EGYPTIAN DARKNESS. l
have never seen them TIED UP before tonight."

-49-



"...While professing SANCTIFICATTON they were transgressing
the sacred LAW. They were CORRUPT at HEART, and ALL-
TT-lOSE—lN—UNISION-WlTT‘l—TT-IEM were ‘under a SATANIC DEU-
SION and obeying their own CARNAL INSTINCTS instead of the
Word of God...a banefuli , influence Under a GARB of
SANCTTFICATION they were practicing th SlN$..Their
deception was laid open before me...their terrible GUILT in pro-
fessing ENTTRE HOLlNESS...$ome time after this, the Cl-lARAC-
TERS of these persons were developed before the people...The
words W M,/ohn came FORCIBLY to my mind: ‘If we say we
have ‘T: we deceive ourselves, and THE TRUTH is not in
lls-I

"l was shown that those who TRIUMPH, and CLAIM that they
are show in their very hat they are FAR
from eing without the taint of . are clearly fallen
man comprehends the CHARACTER of Christ, the more DIS-
TTTUSTFM. will he be of himself, and the more IMPERFECT will
his works appear to him...But those who are at a GREAT DIS-
TAN@ from Jesus, whose spiritual senses are so CLOLDED by
ERROR that they cannot comprehend the divine G-IARACTER of
the great Exemplar, conceive of Him as altogether such an

?'i_ as themselves, and talk of their own PERFECTTON OF
HOLINESS with a high degree of SATTSFACTTON. They knew
LITTLE of themselves, and LESS of Christ. They are from
God...the gs of sin are still in his NA TURE...consider them-
selves """ .They are WNTENT with their ATTAINMENTS,
and hear. the blessed words, "Thy sins be forgiven thee."
on/GI~AL”1ss's L3 202, 205, 206-212. (LS so-4.)

SINLESS JONES in 1905. SINLESS (wrong) WRIGHT in 1965 -

[All who say: ‘I AM SAVED!“ are also SlNLESS.] BALLENGER.
But when FTW CHANGED the book to ‘FROM BONDAGE TO
FREEDOM‘ - Kay Haworth on Jul 14, 1978 - after careful
comparison discovered that he his hate! 10,000 copies
printed June 1975 — "...the CER AINTY of the VICTORY!‘ -

HUNGENNG for OONQUEST over the TRANSCENDANT POWERS
- which is the beginning of MAGIC -. b _t through clenched
teeth is FORCED to admit that he was \_._f“.,..for 10
solid YEARS!" p.20. (Now p.56) — h .

NOW HE RE—WRlTES (1975) - "I regret that I cannot testify
never to have sinned in that time." p.56.

-50..



So with a TARNISHED HALO — he tries desperately to shuffle
things together — he is now "COMPLETE!" yet not complete —

he is now 'SlNLESS!' yet not sinless — he had a ‘NEW NA-
TURE!‘ but now split it in two — (seems this is the'1978

O DIGITALE Religion - TWO 'NATURES!" - No! Let's try for three!)
p.128,143 -

This is the ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON - ‘DR. JEKYLL' and
‘MR. HYDE‘ - DUAL NATURE PSYCHOLOGY. Where the one
half does not know what the other half is doing. So now they
are BACK to what they roundly CONDEMNED as the ‘ANTI-
CHRlST!" {RDB—F'lW) — now the wrong WRIGHT is 'SlNNlNG
and CONFESSING — SINNING and CONFESSlNG!' - right along
with the rest of us.

>

:_;_ ;_ — ‘Let us remember that we are struggling and falling,
failing in speech and action to represent Christ, falling and
rising again, despairing and hoping." T9:222. 1901.

This is what Christians admitted until JONES told them in 1905
— no need to do that any longer! No need for a UFETIME! — to
build a CHARACTER! He did it with "lNSTANTANEOUS SANCTl-
FlCATlON!' - as PORTRAYED in the COR book p.18—22. CON-
DEMNED as the "COUNTERFElT!' in GC 471.

A We advise serious students to obtain that 'SPECTRUM' maga-
zine, because, although they are BOUND to .. -

still this represents the best brains in the Adventist World —

and some THOUGHTS — and some REFUTATIONS of the FAX-
TON BIASES - exactly as we SUSPECTED and put into our
FLYERS - we now here DOCUJIENTED to be TRUE!

"We hear the vehement expressions of FALSE religionists who
make Bow PRETEVSIONS, who talk loud and long, saying, _'l
AM HOLY, I AM when they have not the least FOUN-
DATION for their FAITI-!...But we had a STHJ. WORSE element to
meet in a class who claimed that they were SANC17FlED, that
they could not sin, that they were "5 and HOLY, “and that
all their inpressions and nations were the mind of God. Can-
scientious sauls were DECEIVED by the pretended PIETY of
these fanatics...They claimed to HEAL-THE-SICK and to work
MIHACLES. They had a Satanic bewitching POWER...

.. _



The Lord used us as instruments to RBUKE these ’

and to open the eyes of His faithful people...who BR E AWAY
...The ‘IRUTT-I shone in contrast with these deceptions like clear
GOLD amid the RUBBISH...‘ SM 2:22-8.

‘HE-DOES-NOT—&lPERNA1URALLY endow us with the qualifi-
cations we lack; but while we use that which we have, He will
work with us to INCREASE and STRBVGTHBV every faculty...
(THE NEW LIFE’) the GRACE of God works in us to DENY old
INCUNA TIONS, to OVERCOME powerful propensities, and to
form NEW HABITS...WE DEVELW A O-IARAC1EH...Thus ACTIONS
repeated form HABITS, HABITS form CHARACTH-?, and by the
CHARACTER our DESTINY...is DECIDED." COL 353-6.

IN CONCLUSION
1}-IE FINAL THOUGHT - and one that should be given close»
attention by all who want the ‘THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY‘
which is the Spirit of Truth — of which we are World Authorities
— this documented treatise exposes the ROOT of the ERRORS
of those who go by the teachings of 1890-1916 WAGGONER -

it aii hinges on one point - read the publications of FTW - one
basic point emerges through all the flak — take ‘LIVING RIGHT—

EOUSNESS and the SABBATH of God" 75 pages of ‘POWER!’

(Second Edition. 1971.) Again the incessant roll of the Voodoo
Drums — ‘POWER!’ - "POWER!' - 'POWER!' - CIRCLE the word
all through the book — BEFORE-BEFORE you read it and see —

‘SEAL’ and "POWER' — over 400 times! it would make no dif-
ference if it was 4,000 times! The clear attempt is to beat
brains soft — with this ‘ONE-IDEA MONOMANIACAU approach.

God has '...NO USE for men of ONE-IDEA.‘ T3:494. "...and the
result is a FAILURE...They are 0NE—$IDED men...‘ T3:34—5.

'0NE—SIDH), ILL BALANGH).' CDF 211. T4:597. ”These ONE-
IDEA men can see nothing except to press the ONE Tl-IING that
presents itself to their minds. — 52 -



nléemspnanv -

Years ago we had to meet this same spirit...0NE FANATIC, with
his strong spirit and radical ideas, who will oppress the GON-
$CIBV% of those who want to do right, will do GREAT HARM
...UVBAl.ANCED MINDS will become CONFUSED and BEWIl.-
DH?E)...' NL 30. GW 119.

THE lNFI.ECTlON -

THE MISREPRESENTATION —THE SLANDER —

THE DISTORTION —THE TANGLE -

That God could — should — can - just up and ‘CREATE’ a ‘NEW
NATURE" — ARBITRARILY. Without your EFFORT—WILI.-WORKS—-
COOPERATION-TRYING - like as though we were talking about
a THING‘ — that can be hammered out on an anvil - like a

chunk of IRON — or planed like a piece of WOOD - or bent like
‘I'll — or coiled like a ROPE - or a RUBBER HOSE —

The basis of the WAGGONER ARGUMENT — removes the SOV-
EFBGNTY - the RIGHT of SELF—DETERMlNAI1ON from the IN-
DIVIDUAL. which God will never do ’— He did not do it in
Heaven — He will not do it on Earth. e must CHOOSE to obey
Him and then He gives us the fl‘ " — to.keep His Com-
mmdments.

But the POWER of CONTROL — the DESIRE — the WILL - to hook
up to it - must come from WITHIN. From this rule there is no
deviation. YOU are the MASTER of your own DESTINY.

In the symbolism of a garden, the symbolism the Lord gave —

fire Tl-IORN BUSH is OUTSIDE of you - not INSIDE of you. YOU
are inside of YOU — and YOU can CONTROL the OUTSIDE of
Va]. FORCE—CONTROI.. has been tried by Satan and his
Agents — but men will DIE — rather than SUBMIT.

It matters not if it is a MIDGET or a 7-foot TEXAN — at the
OCIITROLS of a POWER-PANE_ - the MACHINERY will respond
just the same. So at the RESURRECTION or GLORIFICATION -

E BODY POWER — does not CHANGE the CHARACTER. No
matter how many HEPPENSTALLS or MAXWHLS or BILLY
GRAHAMS or MORMONS — say so.

MAKE of ounsaves in PROBATIONARY nms, that
.. 53 _
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we shall BEJAIN to all Eternity. DEATH brings dissolution to
the BODY, ‘but makes NO G-IANGE in the O’-IARACTH1 The
coming of Christ does NOT change our Cl-IARACTH-7; it only
FIXES them forever beyond all change." T5:466. 1882.

THE ARGUMENT OF WAGGONER — that God will or can Cl-CIANGE

your INTANGIBLE EMOTIONAL MAKE-UP is a theory relegated to
LIMBO by this statement:

"Without freedom of CHOICE, his obedience would not have
been voluntary, but FORCED. There could have been NO DE-
VEOPMENT OF CHARAC'l'ER...lt would have been unworthy of
man as an intellig ' guld have sustained Satan's
charge of God's _ _ 1890.

"True GMRACTH? s not_ shaped from W177-IOUT, and PUT ON —

it radiates from ,_ DA 307. 189-8.

CAN EMOTIONS BE REGIMENTED? Apparently the "EQUALITY"
and ‘BLACK POWER!‘ advocates, and RED COMMUNIST
"BROTHERHOODERS' thought so. This is the very BASIS of
so-called "WAGGONERlSM.' Instead of EARNING respect by
TIME and EFFORT and STRIWNG to PLEASE and OBEY by
WORKS...no. The slave wants ‘EQUAL RIGHTS!“ without doing
ANYTHING to deserve it. But by FORCE!

"Rebellion was not to be overcome by FORCE COMPEUJNG
POWER is found only under Satan's government." DA 759.

‘LOVE cannot be COMMANDED; it cannot be won by FORCE or
AUTHORITY." DA 22.

Can EMOTlONS—WILL—DETEl?MlNA TlON—AMBlTlON-PRINCIPLE-
l-?lGHT—CONSlDERA TION-LOVE-l?ESPECT—DlSPO$lTlON~NA runs
— TEMPER-BIAS-MOOD-Smm THY-HUMOH- TEMPERAMENT—AF-
FECTION-RE PON E—WAFl‘MTH—PASSlON-SEN$lTIVlTY- TENDER-
NESS — be: " - 2??

would a Mother want a child to throw its arms around her
when she pushes a button? Or say "Mama!" or "I love you!"
when she programs it so?

‘HOW REVOLTlNG!' you say. And we agree. is it not SEITLED,
then - that all good virtues of a good character - the SMILE -

.. 54 _



th gleam of the eye — the welcome — the spontaneous song
hum a glad heart - the warm embrace — the wave of the hand
-the nodding in agreement and appreciation — all must come
from WITHIN — to have any MEANING? ‘

Is that not what life is all about?
gv;

than can you HAMMEI this out on a FORGE? ARBITFIARILY?
Flam OUTSIDE the person? A friendly little puppy — the purr
ii a kitten — snuggle up — what makes it so wonderful? It's
TANEOUS! They did not H 4'

¢>l<'.\3‘-‘Ks’
2 > we. 3:‘ _ to do it! Energized from

to has not felt the CHILL - when a mother has to CA.IOLE—
‘lIIEATEN—BEG-FOHCE—DEMAND - that spoiled child to say
‘tbllo Auntie!‘ — and the brat does not want to respond —- em-
txrassing everyone in the room.

I-kw different the child that is just 'NATURAI.LY'g?) well be-
ta/ed and appreciative, all because of that spark of I-IMILITY
ad RESPECT from WITHIN - due to long and careful DEVEL-
(IMENT of CHARACTER. By not letting it get out of hand.
SOLED children are not HAPPY children. Who does not ap-
pleciate the instruction given in the Bible and in the Testimo-
rias regarding this most important of all subjects. Tell your
rufighbor — ANY neighbor of ANY religion or NO religion — about
tfis ADVEN‘I1ST—AWAKBIING-WAGGONEFI-RICHARDS-MAXWEI.L
hdtime story that you need not WATCH your child any more —

"I1llIST' will ‘GIVE’ him a ‘CI-lARACTER' — when He comes!
(It any other time!)

‘He are coming right upon the time when Satan is to work
nib all manner of BEWITGMIIG influences, and those who are
GIBMED with them NOW, or give them the least countenance
MW, will be all ready to be swept right in to ACT a PART with
lh-Devil 77-lBV...' S! 2:51. 1890.

in it be known to all men everywhere — when a man brings a
rmsage - that the Lord does not inspire - the Lord lets the
Kid know — BY~CI-IOOSING-THEIR-DE.USl0NS! Letting them
9 into TIME-SETTING - making wildcat predictions that FAIL!
Baause neither the Lord nor the Holy Spirit was with them.
£AT MIRACLES are about to sweep this World - led by those
Uta have ‘Departed from the Faith!‘ — — 55 —



Now just WHO is THAT - ?'?? Is that BILLY GRAHAM? He
never was in the faith! It has to be an element that WAS—IN-
THE—FAI‘II-I! They will set up the Image" to the Beast. GC 443-
5. They will bring down "FlRE—FROM-—GOD—OUT—OF—HEAVEN!"
SM 2:54. MM 62. RH 4:262,570. T6:400—1.

MAXWELL CALLED — for this wonder—working 'HEALER" to
come, and did I hear ONE of these JONES-WAGGONER DIS-
CIPLES give one word of WARNING? When “MAN THE WORLD
NEEDS MOST" went out over ‘FAITH FOR TODAY’ (FAGAL) -

since 1970 and now by the TUCKER CIRCUR1. You say you are
TIRED of hearing about "BRlNSMEAD" and ‘WRIGHT’ - coming
with their delusions that even the BLINDEST of the BUND are
beginning to see — then how about this going over your largest
telecast programs? You are paying $500.00 a year for THIS?
And expect a ‘WELL DONE! THOU GOOD AND FAITHFUL SER-
VAN‘l1." This Bedtime Story of all Bedtime Stories...right on the
subject we are researching...

"...the MAN who soon will RLl.E THE WORLD...He will take over
the GOVERNMENT and set up His own K|NGDOM...a radical
CHANGE in their MINDS, so RADICAL indeed...like being born
anew...“That would mean a MAJOR OPERATION for me," I can

hear you say, ''I'd have to stop smoking, drinking, drug-taking,
and God only knows what else." I wouldn't be surprised at

_BUT DON'T WORRY. The operation can

and PAINLESS. Just like wmo blowing through

(WHAT A WIND) ‘Every WIND of Doctrine will be blowing...
CHAFF like a cloud will be borne away in the WIND, even from
places where we see only floors of rich wheat...MUl.771UDES of
FALSE BI-?El1-IRHV." T5:80—1. 1882.

(MAXWEIJ. WIND) — 'HAmAFu. HABITS, which you once
thought you could never break will be broken, THEN and
THERE. You will SUDDENLY become a NEW PERSON, with new
thoughts, new ambitions, new purposes, ALL READY for a place
in His kingdom." p.92—4. MAXWELL. "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS
MOST" 1970. .

THE SAME AS OTHERS WHO FOLLOW WAGGONER _ _ -

THE 100% REIJGION - (FIW) — "...and
- 53 _



make yourself we can enter into His REST; His NEW
CREA17ON...THE GIFT which God promises us...you cannot
CHANGE your heart...But God promises to do Au. this for you"
...How much will God do? Does ‘ALI.’ mean 99% God's PART
and 1% your PART? NO! It means 100% as God's PART in the
contract, so how much is there left for me to do? NONE."

"FROM BONDAGE TO EIVER/lNCE' — several editions — 1965.
CHANGED in 1975 with 10, 000 copies leaving this part OUT!
Because by this time he was getting RATTLED — and was trying
to explain, that he did not MEAN - what he just SAID! Some
point to these DII.LY CONTRADICTIONS and ask us to EXPLAIN
them! No, thanks! Let HIM explain them! If he did not MEAN
what he said — why did he say it?

We are reporting the 100% religion.

THE ARGUMENT RAGES AROUND ONE POINT -

All those who propose that 'CHARACTER—NA‘IURE' can be
"GIVEN" as a ‘GIFT’ — draped around. your shoulders as a
cloak — from the OUTSIDE — the cow bells rang out the ditty
all the way from Australia - if you in any way REJECTED that -

you became the_'ANTlCHFIlST" the FOLLEST NAME on human
tongue — and you were 'DOUBLY GUILTY!‘ of a major mortal
"SIN!"

We meet him as WYCLIFFE-BERQUIN met the Catholics! "The
< charge of HERESY which the Romanists were seeking to fasten

upon HIM, he would RIVET upon THEM!‘ GC 217, 90,606.

"The Friend of God" - Such men APPROVE that which God AP-
PROVES - and CONDBW that which He CONDBINSF T4:615.
396.

HIS WAGGNERIAN (THE RELIGION or= BABYLON) DOGMA:
(MAXWELL - RICHARDS - PAXTON — BRINSMEAD - MORMON—
ISM — BILLY GRAHAM)
THE osvnss rmm: ‘IT saamso ms WHOLE wonw WAS on

BOARD - mews couw NOT BE om;
L_r_-1=T.' EW 88,263.

You will be 100% FORCE-DOMINATED (ABRITRARILY) with not
even 1% of YOUR-OWN—W|I.I.! You let yourself go - slump
over, play DEAD — — 57 -



Make NO EFFORT — become a ZOMBIE - a mental CABBAGE.

CALL IT WHAT YOU WANT — THAT IS THE TEACHING OF MESMERISM.’

Submitting yourself to be force—controIIed by another! Flailing
his thorn bush around! The refuge of the witless.

We can prove that is 100% from the Devil!

WHAT IS HIS CLAIM - again? The claim is that the 100% force
-control replacement unit installed in you like a heart pace-
maker - done by a Wright FLASH! By the Great Genie - at the
BEGINNING of your Waggnerian ‘LIFE!’ - obtained FREE at the
FRED WRIGHT 'FREE—LOVISM" meetings. The wonder of it.

Then you have 100% POSSESSION! From 100% POSSESSION
by the DEVIL! You were totally unaware of how LOW—DOWN—

ROTTEN you really were — until you came to his meetings -

you hit his once—over transmission belt — and presto-chango!
You are now, with WAGGONER his hero - 100% POSSESSED —

by the LORD! That is the Waggnerian theory — which, inci-
dently — did not work for him. PERIOD!

Should teach us something about NOT dabbling in "CUNNlNGLY
DEVISED FABLES" by false time—prophets who prove NOTHING!
You are betting - laying your soul on the line - for a born
loser! The Austrian Autobahn should have demonstrated THAT!

That is not to say that he may not WIN — OUTWARDLY — the
WRONG SIDE will WIN OUT — until the Seven Last Plagues.
When he will fail to help them in the Time of Trouble.

WHY and HOW WE KNOW THEY WILL LOSE — it is found in the
SHAKING” chapter. We have fallen so in love with EW 269-
272 - but we must wrench ourselves away to the ORIGINAL RH
1232 or the same thing — T1:179-187. (SM 2:162,218. TM 112,
218.)

Here we find what the WAGGNERIANS are talking about - for
the FIRST time in the history of the Universe on a broad and
general scale. The CONTROL of the human being, of the per-
son — 100% Not at the BEGINNING but at the END.
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The END of the Great Controversy — the END of ADVENTISM.
This is the CLOSE of PROBATION for the SABBATARIAN
WORLD. This is the ‘STRAIGHT TESTTMONY TO THE LAODI—
CEANS‘ upon which ‘THE DESTINY of THE CHURCH HANGS!‘

‘THE DESTTNY OF THE CHURCH‘ does not hang on any BEARD
or any YAHWEH or any HIEBERT ARK THEORY or any OUTER
COURT CRUCIFICATION OF CHRIST AFRESH or any PANT SUITS
or any SALLY RAND—STRIPPER HAIR-DOOS or any FIRST A-
PARTMENT or any FALSE—TIME PROPHECY or any PAYING TITI-IE
TO THE ADVENTIST CHURCH or any AIDING AND ABE'l"I1NG
THEIR ‘MISSION '73.‘

‘THE DESTINY OF THE CHURCH‘ — T1:179—187. EW 269-272.
RH 1:32. Hangs on the ‘STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAO-
DICEANS‘ which is the MIDNIGHT CRY - which is the TEN VIR-
GIN PARABLE.

WAS THE THORN BUSH ‘NATURE’ — yanked OUT of you at the
BEGINNING of your Christian career - and now you have the
TRANSPLANT PACE—MAKER in your APPLE TREE ‘NATURE?’ —

100% CONTROL? A genuine SLAVE to another POWER? Is
that what you see in ‘THE SHAKING‘ chapter - ???

No! We see NOTHING of the KIND! We should have
this coming thought — reduced to a H.YER and sent
out by the THOUSANDS! Want to work on it?

THE WAGGNERIAN DOCTRINE — has put all Church and Reform
- to sleep. This is 100% as we see it today. CARNAL SECUR-
ITY. ‘I AM SAVED!‘ Just as I am - without one plea.

BUT AT MIDNIGHT — due to some CRISIS (COL 412. RH 2:105.)
— (Probably the SUNDAY LAW. T5:711.) A cry is heard - and a
mysterious ‘PROCESSION‘ appears out of NOWHERE which
wakes the entire Adventist Church up. (COL 406. GC 393.)

"They _;_AL__L_ slumbered and sIept...Then _;_§_I.l.___ those Virgins arose. "

Matt. 25:5-7. BUT THE BRIDE IS THE GILHCHI So the Church
awakes to see the Church! ‘The BRIDE is the G'IURa-I!‘ MH
356. Heading for the marriage Supper. DA 151. This‘ is the
beginning of the Time of Trouble. Jer. 7:4,34. Rev. 22:17.
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‘OVER THE HEADS OF MINISTERS AND PRESIDENT.‘ T5:36‘9.
‘THEY WILL TAKE THE CROWNS WHIG-I THOSE MINISTERS LOSE
— who concerning the faith are REPROBATE.' (Because they
taught ‘NO EFFORT?‘ SAME T1:44_1.)

THERE IS NO PROBATION IN THIS HOUR — ‘The GREAT FINAL
TEST comes at the CLOSE of human PROBATION, when it will
be TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied...Five will be
found SURPRISED! DISMA YE)! OUTSIDE the banquet hall. "

COL 412. RH 3:292; 2:231, 105; 4:467. T5:479. T3271. TM
235. T1:417. T8:173-4. AA 432. RH'3:601. COL 236‘. T9:97.

They shall go from Australian Sea to Washington, D.C. — seek-
ing the Lord. They shall not find Him. He hat WITHDRAWN
Himself FROM them - into the MOST HOLY PLACE! PT 64.
(Already quoted in these pages!)

NOW THEY EITHER HAVE CHARACTER’ (OIL ~ TM 234,264,338,
443,511. COL 319,411—2.) They either have HOLY SPIRIT -

OIL — CHARACTER - or they do not!

No MATTBI HOW MANY “GO TO SLEEP!‘ AWAKBIERS SAY S0 -

No Character (Oil!) - is obtained in this TOO LATE HOUR!
What difference if BRINSMEAD SWITCHED - from giving you
OIL—CHARACTER in the MIDNIGHT CRY JUDGMENT HOUR MES-
SAGE or went over to the HEPPENSTALL-BABYLON BILLY
GRAHAM POSITION — (THAT MAXWELL BOOK) — Character-
Nature CHANGE when Christ comes! What real difference if
they are TOO LATE in both cases - all three! Let's be RIGHT
ON — II! '

"Shall we entertain the proposals of Satan, and thereby EN-
TANGLE our souls, and the souls of others, for the sake of

»:..SOMVD—T7-IE-DANGE?—SlGNALl We should cry aloud,
and spare not, and show the people their transgressions. We
are not to CRINGE, and BEG PARDON of the World for telling
them the TRUTH. We should SCORN CONCEALMENT. Unfurl
your true colors...there must not be the_.,.HIDING OUR REAL
SENTIMENTS and principles out of f..Shall we be 1'IME-
SB‘?VERS?' RH 3:16. Jan. 31, 1893.
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‘This message must be borne to a LUKEWARM Ofllfla-I by
God's servants. It must AROUSE His people. " T3:259.

"Our (H-IARACTETS are NOW FORMING for Eternity.” T6268.
‘God give the TALBVTS, the POWERS of the mind; MAN-
FOFIIS-7i'£-Cl-lARAC‘lE_R.' 7.8374. "A noble CHARACTER is
Eanilw by individual - ms cHAnAc1En...iN
THIS l5‘E.. To every one engaged in this WORK Christ says, I
am at your right hand to you. " COL 331-2.

FREIEHC THOMAS WRIGHT — "We must learn to DISMISS from
our minds FOREVER the common NOTl_ON that the Lord 3- ‘5

us to get the victory. 4___C1fod7does—not-ix; us-to-get—the-vic-
toiy. He has NEVER 2’ ANYONE YET and He ever will...
You may say that at last you have found the _’ V _ V _in these
teachings, but...let us study...Bl_Al-ll BLAH! BLAH! p.234. FTW-
LR.

ELLEN G0l.l.D WHITE — “in their CONHJCT with Satan they may
have all the that He had...A CHRISUAN G-IARACTE can
be symmetrically and completely FORMED only when the
human agent regards it as a privilege tof§f_' disinterestedly in
the proclamation of the Truth and to SU AIN the CAUSE of
God with MEANS...1HE TRUTH is soon to TRILMPH GLORl0U$-
LY." T9.'&, 127, 135. (Let us try to triumph with it!)

HE SHAKNG - in a Crisis of some sort — probably M|RACl_ES
‘of Satan that will set the World on its ear - such as FLYING
SALKER PHENOMENON increasing - which it is. (GC 624.)
The entire TEN VIRGIN CHURCH awakens to WHAT-THEY—ARE!
There is no ARGQMENT or DENIAL NOW! if they are ‘WISE’
enough — they another MOVEMENT. The word is there:
‘ml!’ And with that — the door of probation for the first time
- IS SHUT! COL 406. The word is also there: '.D|N|" the

- all gQjf_l_J_Sg_ — not knowing which way to go —

" " the ranks of the 0PPO$l71ON.' 60618.

And if the ‘WISE’ — find no ready GROLP to ‘JOIN!’ - they will
STAR!’ a goup - by holding meetings in their own home! Did
you ever notice — when the Last Work is going forward — the
Saints DO NOT hold meetings from BtG CHBCH to BIG
Cillflill as the Adventist FROOMS DREAM - but they go‘ from
'l{)l.BE to HOUSE!‘ - as did the Disciples. NO Cl-IECH
NEE). — 61 —



’‘In the LAST SOLEMN WORK few great men will be engaged...
He CANNOT-USE—TT-IHI." T5:80.

Some will say this is only finding‘FAULT! Only ACCUSING!
Only dealing in the NEGATIVE! Oh! No! We do not think so.
This is POSITIVELY what the Lord said. This is POSlTIVEI_Y the
way it will go. And we are POSITIVEl_Y happy that the Lord
gave this LIGHT and this WARNING and told us the way to go —

so they can POSITIVELY rush over on the OTHER SIDE and get
on that TRAIN - all aboard for PERDI'I'ION! We are

POSITIVEI.Y 1 going with them!

"Now the rays of LIGHT penetrate everywhere, the TRUTH is
seen in its cleamess, and the HONEST children of God sever
the bands which have held them. FAMILY CONNECTIONS,
CHURCH BHATIONS, are powerless to stay them now." G0
612.

"Satan was trying his every art to HOLD them where they
were, until the SEALING was past...” EW 44.

NOW WE COME — to what we were looking for — there is no
other 100% Religion in all the Holy Writings — only :;'j'.ff"j'*'f IS IT!
What is the truth? The truth is that forces — OUTSIDE of you —

attempt to influence your MlND—lNTEI.IJGENCE-CONVlCTl0NS—
ACTIONS-WILL — everything that is the real ‘YOU!’ - attempt-
ing to lead you — from the OUTSIDE! And this is the
way is HAS to be. There is the LAST GREAT CONTROVERSY
going on over you - from the OUTSIDE of you.

And so in this PANORAMIC VIEW — we are given a ringside seat
as we view the smoke and sound of the Last Battle! The most
furious battle for the mind ever witnessed by the Universe —

Satan comes down with GREAT POWER -- knowing his time is
short. NEVER BEFORE did he have 100% POWER or CONTROL
- but at last he have it. Not at first.

‘GA TT-IE1? YE FIRST THE TARES - for the burning!" is the
DIRECT ORDER of the Majesty of Heaven - the Lord of the
Harvest. This is the throwing_down of the gauntlet. If you —

SATAN! - can win anyone with your LIES, your ERRORS, your
oausious - YOU—CAN I, '



"GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING!‘ and in the
‘STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODlCEANS' - in the MISSING
FOOTNOTES — He throws down the gauntlet to the Adventist
Church! "6'-ATHER yourselves (gather yourselves - the
Lord's GATIEING! The Lord's gathering is EW 69, 74- .

"Gather YOIESELVES together... 0 (denomi-)NA770N’ "DE-
SIRED...' ‘GATT-IER yourselves together...before the FICE
ANGER of the Lord - O0ME—UPON-YOU!’ T1:180. (FOOT-
NOTES.)

WERE WE NOT WARNED? That Satan is the great UNIFIER?
We are going to have to meet it — ‘FACE TO FACE!‘ EW 88,
263. The greatest monolithic COMBINE of CHURCH and STATE.

WRIGHT — sets forth as a NORM — 100% POSSESSION from
BIRTH! None of us have ever seen — 100% POSSESSION - like
the DEMONIACS that burst their chains and came at Christ! All
decent people would reel back IN HORROR! at such a doctrine
of DEMONS! Telling everyone that comes to his meetings that

are POSSESSED—BY—THE-DEVIL! and their children
0! Ever since birth. Of course there ties a'REASON behind

the SHALLOW FACADE. He wants to SELL them his ABSOLU-
TlON! His WAGGONER DOCTRINE! 100% RE.EASE by the
WAGGNERIAN "EXORClSMl' Otherwise you are HELPLESS!

TO SEI.I.._THAT IDEA - the WAGGNERIAN ‘AWAKENING?’ said
your was — your so-called "CARNAL NA—

controll#e__d“___‘_your {. (FIW) — "...far and beyond the
POWER of the of there is a._.$]RONGET? POWER and
that is the POWER of his REAL 3" vj.." p.232. FTW—LR.
1970.

(EGW) — (WEBSTER - OMNIPOTENT — unlimited in POWER! AL-
MIGHTY!) 'AS the WILL of man cooperates with the WILL of
God, it becomes OMNIPOTEVTP COL 333. "The IMPOSSIBIUTY
lies in your own °

overcometwffg C01. 331. "The;
V; of man.‘ Ed. 289. (Did you get that?

G-OVERNS - RULES!)
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"Every one may place his "ion the side of the
may CHOOSE to OBEY Him, and by thus LINKING himself with
DIVINE AGENCIES, he may stand where NOTHING can FORCE
him to do evil. In every youth, every child, lies the POWE? by
the HET.P of God, to FORM a CHARACTER of integrity and to
live a life of usefulness. " Ed. 289. 1903.

VE CONTROL! YOU ARE NO SLAVE!) '4;-j,: controls

SO NOW WE COME - to the final battle in the Great Contro-
versy — what is known as the 'SEAUNGI" The test is the
"STRAIGHT TESTNONY TO THE LAODICEANS!" showing them
A_LL_ their ABOMINATIONSI Are they about to AGREE — or will
they ‘RISE UP AGAINST IT!‘ shouting "I AM SAVED!‘ Thus
denying the LAST SAVING MESSAGE to come to them. "The
TESTTMONY upon which the DESTTNY of THE CHURCH - hangs."
T1:181. EW 270, 108,259.

“LIGHT” from Heaven EXPOSES the DARKNESS — "which is "The
MILTITUDINOLE EmORS' that have been coming into the
Church!" COL 414. Since 1844. This was taken OUT of your
GC 603 — but found in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 421. (EW 277.)

Because salvation (SEALING) - will NEVER come — believing a

lie. "For WITHOUT are DOGS, and SORCERERS, and WHORE-
MONGERS...and whosoever LOVEIH and MAKETT-I a UE.” Rev.
22.‘ 15.

LIGHT exposes DARKNESS. COL 414.
Now we come to the crucial TEST of our time. URIAH SMITH
liked ‘FORCE!’ and ‘BATTLES OF ARMAGEDDON' so much — he
put ‘FOlK:E!" into GC 448-9 where the ORIGINAL did not have
it ONCE! 1884 GC 281.

So all the Adventist World is looking for "FORCE!' before they
take the RIGHT SIDE! But the TEST will come 'SIlEVTlY, UN-
NOTTCED." GC 491,615,618,611,378. (315,444,435,237.)

THE DEVIL PULLED A FAST ONE! While all the Adventist-Re-
form World is looking for ‘FORCE!’ and preaching 100,000 ser-
mons on it - it comes ”...by ALLURING THIPTATTONS. When
these do not succeed, TT-IBV a WMPETJJNG POWER is em-
ployed. GC 610,614. (428. ) TM 473. PK 188. RH 2:275;
5:528. - 64 —



’ (By Babylon oum)

“The MARK of the BEAST will be URGHJ upon us..." T5:81, 712.
GOLDEN MEDAIJJONS TO THE POPE -— ELLOGIES TO B_ILLY

(BABYLON) GRAHAM — TURNING OVER THE PLLPITS TO LAR-5
SON - PAXTON — PANNENBERG — NUMBERS — and other

"So APOSTASY in the Church will PHEMRE the way for...
UNITING upon such points of doctrine as are held by them IN
COMMON...’ GO 445. (AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION — Tl-IE
FFIOOM-ANDH?SON PLOT TO TEACH ‘IN COMMON.‘ R&H. Dec.
18, 1969. p.20.)

'1hen...it will be only a STE’ to the resort to FORCE!‘ 6C 445.
‘THEN the TRUE CV-ILRGI will be assailed by PERSECU770N.'
1884 G0 278. (And in case there is one Adventist around that
thinks this is _N2'_|'_ from Adventists — )

"As the storm approaches (AGAIN! Not even HERE yet! Only
"APPHOACI-IING!'g — "As the storm APPROACHES, a large class,
who have PROFESSED ‘FAITH’ in the Jhird Angel's Message,
ABANDON THEIR POSITION, (due to ‘IN %MMON' preaching -

395,000 LEFT the Church — 1970 to 1975 - by this time, under
the PIERSON-WILSON administration - % - ‘2596 have gone
over to THE OTHER Cl‘-IUHCI-IE5! R&l-I July 14, 1975. p.7.
(811.) - )
...and ’ the ranks of the OPPOSI770N...They become the

MOST BITTER ENEWIES of their former brethren. " GO 608
(426).

II

THE LORD DOES NOT PERMIT FORCE OR SLAVERY - the winds
are held - until the SEALING! EW 38. BC 7:967. SM 2:128.

..,... .

and everything else follows with a RUSH!

The GREAT CRISIS will engulf the whole World. But FIRST the
TEST must.come_ to the Church." "Here we see that THE
CHURCI-I was the to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of
God!" T5:211.

AND RIGHT THERE IT TB_LS YOU WHY — because in 1978 from
coast to coast in Adventist campmeetings and over the air -

and from every pulpit - this Sabbath or any other Sabbath -

(LOVE UNLIMITED!) - ‘The LonI...Is TOO MHTGFU. to visit His
people in Thus "PEAQ' and SAFETY’ is the cry...
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from...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not bark (when the
WOLVES were entering the Sanctuaries of the Lord) - ....ALL
PERISH TOGETI-IER!" T5:211. '

THEY MADE NO DISTINCTION — (They made "NO DIFFERENCE"
so the Lord makes “N0 DIFFERENCE!‘ EW 89-90. Universal-
ism!) '...MINGLING with the contending elements of these Last
Days,...and He declares that He will DESTROY both classes TO-
GETHER without distinction...B071-I ALIKE!' FCE 482. T1.'283.

NEVER have we heard even : sermon on it - not
ticle in any paper. What we find here. We have read over the
top without seeing it. They want the great final test for Ad-
ventists to come by “FORCE!” — but there is
Adventist World is SEALED — without FORCE! The door is shut
- as in the days of Noah - on a clear day.

It ‘s up to E — if you want to worship in the MHP — or clear
of the Sanctuary! That is one main issue. Found in EW

56 and the ORIGINAL 1846 BFIOADSIDE. Just go and MINGLE
with the WRONG GROUP - and: "...they received the
UNHOLY INFLUENCE of Satan!" 1846 BROAD EW 56.

(FOREVER — ??? It could be - if they KNEW BETTER!)

And so we see how to be lost. We see the EVIL FORCES come

down with GREAT POWER — trying to CONTROL - with all those
"HEAUNGS!" and "MIRACLES!" — trying to win you — FROM-
THE—OUTSIDE! And we see them HURLED BACK! by the Angels
of the Lord. If we WANT it.

So WHO is going to WIN? We have done the best we know
how - to set the issues before you — we can do no better. We
believe the issues are plain. The errors of the Awakening are
apparent. No Adventist Minister wants to touch them with a
10-foot pole. He will preach on ANYTHING EI_SE! Since WIL-
SON—BRINSMEAD made a deal. General Conference _

Many who were shallow-rooted accepted the truth QUICKLY!
But they dried up in the heat of the battle. The Lord wants us

to strike our roots DEEPER! And come back to REALITY.
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IJKING has nothing to do with it. LIKE WHITE LIFELESS BREAD
- we may LIKE it -- but we can LEARN to LIKE the Third Angel's
Message — and the Third Angel's Message teaches:

I0 BOUND AND ENSLAVED WILL OR NATURE - NO THORN
BUSH HOPELESS THEORY! That those who fell for every other
thing - also fall for NO RESISTANCE! And then they are told
to not even TRYING is a ‘DOUBLE SIN!" What GARBAGE!

If MST IE COMETO TIE TRUTH ‘ Was it worth waiting for with the
patience of the Saints? THE TRUTH IS — the most furious
BATTLE of all the Ages. '6A7HER YE FIRST THE TARES FOR
11-E BIBNINC-3!‘ 13 the license and command of God. If you
can them - you can them! God does not want such
it His Kingdom.

EARATION from those who made "NO EFFORT!‘ outside of
the Third Angle's Message!

,.

THE SHAKING CHAPTER — the Last Battle - the SEALING.
T1:179 - The ‘PEOPLE OF GOD“ — not the Laodiceans — are

SHAKBI.
111179 - 'SOI£' - of these People of God — agonize - plead.
Tt:‘I80 - ”Evil angels crowded around THEM‘ — with DARK-

NESS.
« ‘H2180 — But ‘SOME’ of these People of God -— did NOT

AGONIZE.
111180 - NOW WE COME TO THE KEY TO IT ALL — A—B-C.

(A) After a lifetime - what were the evil angels doing? Trying
to press the 'DARKNESS' from the OUTSIDE! Not the I_N_-

SIE! WAGGNERIANISM (FTW brand!) — tries to plant the old
gnarled thorn bush INSIDE of you, so you cannot get at it! You
as ENSLAVED-I-IEl_PI.ESS—OVERPOWERED.
(D) But the truth of God is your heart is a GARDEN — and lg;

plant or weed out what _Y_O_U want to. You are a free,
mral agent. No one is FORCING you to do ANYTHING! "The.
gtiwshare of TRUI7-I wiII...not mere/y cut off the TOPS of the
‘IHOBNS but will take them out by the BOOTS.‘ COL 58.
"...the S0lL...The garden of the heart must be CULTIVA TED...can
be reclaimed only by diligent LABOI-?...overcome ONLY by ear-
nest EFFOI-'I7Z..to COOPERATE with Him." COL 56.

_ ..



(C) But from some strange subservient source - the very
FOOLISH VIRGINS — slump over, are told to give up! Do

not FIGHT — make NO EFFORT — so they become CAREI.ESS
(Couldn't care less!) "They seemed INDIFFERENT and CARE-
LESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS around them,
and it shut them in like a thick cloud. THE-ANGELS—0F—GOD—
EFT LEI-T-LEFF THESL-‘...the ANGELS LEFT those who made

' ‘ 0 help themselves... ”They are joined to their idols, let
them alone, ” and they PASS ON ( To DOUBLE the ANGEL
GUARD around the RIGHTEOUS! T1:181.) PASS ON to their
work, LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, T0-
THE—CONTOHL of evil angels." T1.'180-1, 187. Nov. 20, 1857.
RH 1:32.

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY — 100% CONTROL! At the
SEALING! Never before except in odd cases The evil angels
are here seen fighting FURIOUSLY for _§ But the
"Heavenly Angels were continually wafting the/r wings over

them, to SCA TTER the THICK DARKNESS.” T1.'180. But if they
slumped over, gave up, made no effort, were INDIFFERENT to
the Last Message — the Angels respected their wishes — and
bothered them no more forever. EW 270-1.

YOU EXPECT THE MIRACI.ES/HEALINGS/POWER? The heavenly
angels D0—NOT-ALLOW complete ; 1: until AFTER the
SEALING. Then they are given over ELIEVE the LIES that
they LOVED. The Holy Angles bother them no more except to
CUT—THEM-DOWN! in their tracks — the Austrian Autobahn was
only a fore-taste of what will soon engulf the World. If the
SEALING is on - WATCH this coming Ezekiel 9 and
T5:211 go together. With Ezekiel 8.16—18. God help His
people now. .

MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL~BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT — (Two largest
telecast programs) - "FAITH FOR TODAY‘ - ‘SEARCH’ — (that
feature the ‘MAXWEIJ_ BOOK) - Christ/Messiah coming to
FORCE—CHANGE your ‘CHARACTER-NATURE‘ - all ready for
His 'KINGDOM!" and a Maxwell 'MlLLENIUM!" - of PEACE! p.8,
12—4,20,36-43.48—9,53-62,65,75—86,92-6. “MAN THE WORLD
NEEDS MOST." 1970.

Those who so GLIBLY have “GOD!” — giving a ‘CHARACTER!’ —

when Christ-Messiah comes! Thinking they can ORDER God to
perform WHEN and HOW they DIRECT — — 68 -



FORGET ONE THING - in the heat of their ENTHUSIASM -

SEVEN Pi.AGUES BEFORE - He comes - He throws down the
CENSER! EW 279. The edict goes forth: "He that is HOLY, let
him be HOLY still!" - ”...and he which_ is FIL17-IY, let him be

~ ‘still.’ — (His NAME blotted i Go 613.,3‘;

MEANING WHAT? During the Seven Plagues: ”...they gnawed
their tongues for pain...and REENTE N07?’ Rev. 16:9—11.
They blame the Saints — and pass a DEATH-DECREE. EW 34,
34. GC 631.

RESULT? They end up CLOBBERING each other to death! Will
this CHANGE their RACTBRS? They ESPECIALLY beat the
preachers to a ’ EW 282. GC 656. SG 1:211. ST 1:116.

AND THEN WHAT? Christ comes and tames them all down into
innocent little lambs? Well — not quite. Those that did not
perish in the rubble of the greatest earthquake caused by the
Voice of God — T1:354. EW 34. Mountain chains, islands
disappear - "...with their living freight." 1884 G0 454. (LEFT
E of your book 637.) UGHTNING envelopes the Earth in
"...a sheet of GC 6638. (454.) HAILSTONES -

"...about the weight of a talent.” GC 63. (454.) HOW MANY
or how few — survive all that to have their ‘CHARACTERS!’
changed — ???

i the coming of

= from off it. THE SAINTS-ARE : ..

CHRIST APPEARS.’ SG 3:82. SOP ‘.'.'84—5. PP 101, 103, 109,
110,339,341. SOP 4:474. SOP 3:194. GO 657.

"S$(S to...exait
;..At His will, 4"." summons th

NTH?POSED, casting down "great s
upon the ENHIIES of Israel." PP 509. (Send us the
those who should have this Last Message. This is Rev. 18...)

This is a "G0 YE CIJT TO MEET HIM!" production.
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 28, 1994

"THE TEACHINGS OF BILL STRINGFELLOW!" WM 574 to 576.
'PILGRIMS REST, HCR 77, BOX 38A, BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN
37305. By VANCE FERREl.L and in the same ENVELOPE - _"_‘_r_H§

NATURE OF THE GODHEAD!“ WM 577-8. (Two parts of three.)

SUBJECT

"IS THERE A AS VANCE FERRELL CLAIMS
RIGHT ALONG his is the LAST wonpg _BUT IS IT—??? ONE

POLITICS
If they cannot BEND

GOD - they prefer to have _: or call THEM-
SELVES :: E SUCH went out from our FAR EASTERN
CANADA (OSHAWA, ONTARIO) MEETINGS led by one .I_E\N__ —

'ALLEBACH" who is mentioned by VANCE FERREI_L in WM 577
along with - “WILLIAM GROTHEER!" He could have ENLARGED
on it and included THE WHOLE GENERAL CONFERENCE of
'SEVENTH—DAY ADVENTISTS!' has been TAKEN OVER by IJEWI
“ROBERT S. FOLKENBERG" - “WILLIAM G. JOHNSSON" — ‘CLIF-
FORD GOLDSTEIN‘ - and look over the ROSTER of those who
head up POSITIONS! (Although many of them CHANGE their
NAMES - MANY if they are NOT JEWS — their WIVES ARE!)
ACCEPTED “LEADERS!” of MAGAZINES and/or "COMMITTEES!"
And as a GUISE to “SAVE FUNDS!" cutting down by EI.IMINAT—
ING "OFFICES!" and/or STAFF and/or EARLY "RETIREMENT!"

THUS A 'JUNTO[CABALA!'

MOST OF WHOM — have NO IDEA what it is all ABOUT! THE
"ONE WORLDERS!" ARE TAKING OVER! Like in RUSSIA — THE
HIDDEN REASON WHY h SHOOTING UP a certain RE-
GION — because of :7"? and the "PEOPLE?"
are just in the way! Not willing for the DRILLS to move in.
RIGHTS—'7?? In the Days of Christ — only "PHARISEES!" had

DID YOU FORGET TO READ THIS HISTORY

WILL BE ALSO THE

Of the ‘HOLY CITY!" has a DUAL APPLICATION; - it means
"CHURCH!" and "STATE!" HOW MANY REFERENCES-??? Only
about 500! "As He warned HIS DISCIPLES of "JEFIUSALEM'S
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y might make their ESCAPE, §_O__ He has WAFINE ‘ "

., of the day of FINAL DESTRUCTION, and given WM;

APPROACH, that all who will may FLEE from the
3. : 1884 GC 38. (If they CHANGED the
BOOK - will it then NOT HAPPEN-???g (See your G0 37.)
See how they also MASSACRED 1884 GC 445 to the JOKE of
YOLH EC 616 to 626!

'GEIHATION OF VPERS!'

MASSACRING THE ,. ' ‘ If they came DIRECT — they
may be SPOTTED! AIthough to be FACTUAL they I_)_I_Q come
DIRECT and the SLEEPING PEOPLE led by SLEEPING PREACI-IERS
- did NOT wake up! And it is WRITTEN — WILL-—NOT—WAKE—UP
until a ‘TOO-{ATE CRISIS!‘ when the SOUL is ‘FACE TO FACE
WITH DEATH!‘ COL 412 (421). I never thought of it before but
one PHASE of ‘FACE TO FACE!‘ with 'DEATH!' — if their ‘PRO-
BATIOI!" wouId be OVER - AS IT___SAYS ON THAT VERY SAME

* They would be LITERALLY

as PHYSICAL DEATH!
'HEPPBISTAI1!" on GUS H. HOEHN, M.D. GIVEN
As A BY NO 'AWAKENING!' JESTER—...

WI£IIIEI3ATTEDTIEISSIIEBAcI(AIIDFOIITHIITIIE50's-

IIIeyIentby— EWOIILDTAKENOSIDFJ

NOW TTEY FALL F0 (We saw that
happen EVERY TIME—!!!) NO FRED (FOREVER
WRONG) WRIGHT: ‘CHARACTER/NATURE‘ GIVEN AS A :-

INSTANTLY-!!!, ROBERT BRINSMEAD: ‘CHARACTER/NATURE‘
IN THE ‘JUDGMENT HOUR!‘ Hence: ‘THE

That he was as WRONG—AS-TI-IE

E.-@@.@..@

THEN WRIGHT IN MARCH and BRINSMEAD IN MAY (60 days
apart - 972) BOTH went ovnen EPPENSTA “Hf ‘ a BRIB of
MIUJONS OF $‘s from the ‘ > V ' ”

‘PERFECTION!’ of ‘CHARACTER/NATURE!’ GIVEN AS A __

WHEN ‘CI-IRIST-MESSIAI-I!’ COMES-II!
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"GEOFFREY .I. PAXTON - IANGLICAN PRIEST) WHO STUOIH) AIIVENTISM

MORE TIIOROUGIILY THAN ANY OTHER LIVING PBISONI

(OR SO IT WAS ALLEGED!) His BOOK “THE SHAKING OF AD-
VENTISM!" (1977) he gives the PROGRESS of this QUESTION:
“N0 PERFECTION IN THE BELIEVER UNTIL THE SECOND ADVENT
OF CHRIST!’ p. 105. THEN HE DOCUMENTS IT — STEP BY STEP
— "HEPPENSTAIJ_." - (105) - "FORD!' — "NADEN!" — (106) —

(ADVENTISM WAS SILENT AND NEUTRALI) THEN THE CLIMATE
CHANGED —- THERE WAS A RUSH TO ACCEPT THE JEWISH
'TALMUDI" POSITION. SAME AS FRED WRIGHT AND WAGGON—
ER — ‘GOD CREATED EVILI"

'EVBIYMAN'S TALNIIIT ANN FOUND THIS CAN BE OBTAIIED HIOIII

'SCIIIIOCKBI BOOKS' 200 MADISON AVE, IEYI YORK, NY 10016.

($12.50 U.S. in THAT PERIOD OF TIME.) GOD CREATED EVIL.
p.49,87, 88,92,104. EVIL FROM BIRTH 88 “$9.96. GOD WILL
suw EVIL IMPULSE. p.92. 4: p.68. REPENT
AFTER DEATH? p.109. IMPOSS LE TO UNDERSTAND TRADI-
TION. p.95, 125. CRAZIEST BOOK EVER WRITTEN-!!! GOD
DOES NOT DESTROY! p.54,56,57,74,118. EVERYTHING GEN-
TILES DO IS A SIN! p.65. ‘KILL THE BEST OF THE GENTILESI"
p.66. "WOMEN ARE ADDICTED TO WITCHCRAFTI" p.161,280. in
the ‘WORLD TO COME!" WOMEN WILL BEAR CHILDREN DAILY!
p.352. GOD CREATED THE FIRES OF 'GEHINNOM' and that was
"GOOD!" p.379. WIII "NEVER B EXTINGUISHED!" p.381. The

1 "f _ than §I_R_E_ as we

TIMES WORSE—!!!
do not think so!

PAXTON DOCUMENTS HISTORY OF HOW JEWS TOOK OVER
ADVENTISM p.112 to 120! 'BRINSMEAD CAPI1UI.ATES!' p.121-
7. MLANDREASON CAU.ED IT "
In the foIIowing pages PAXTON reaII
IT-II! DO THEY GIVE UP ALL THEIR OWN REIJGION-??? "IN
THE QUARTERLY HERBERT DOUGUISS PRESENTS THE IDEA
T7-IAT THE SECOND PERSO DIVESTED

4 . p.133.
58' VIEWS ON

{To be continued}
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' train of cars was shown me...It seemed that the whole World
was on board, that there could not be one left..." EW 88,263.

Track Layout: Goldie Popielak
World on Board: Bud Shuster.
Artist: Doris Albert.

‘Look again, and look a little
higher." At this I raised my
eyes, and saw a...narrow
path, cast high above
the World.‘ EW 14_.
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